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With the rapid development of communication technologies, the wireless networks nowa-
days are increasingly becoming irreplaceable communication techniques for the next gen-
eration networks. Due to its distinctive features of robustness, self-organization, quick
deployment and reconfiguration, mobile ad hoc network (MANET) appears attractive for
lots of application scenarios, such as disaster relief, emergency response, daily informa-
tion exchange, military troop communication, pedestrian network and vehicular ad hoc
network, etc.
However, there is still a long way to go before MANETs could be widely commer-
cialized and implemented. The very roadblock that has been stunting the application
of MANETs is the lack of a general network information theory, which is expected to
establish a thorough understanding on the fundamental performances in such networks,
like the throughput capacity, delivery delay, end-to-end delay, etc. The available works on
this line mainly focus on deriving order sense results, which are helpful for us to explore
the general scaling laws of throughput capacity and delay but tell us little about the exact
throughput and delay performances there. Towards such a target, we develop theoreti-
cal frameworks to analytically study the MANET throughput and delay performances in
this thesis. Specifically, we focus on an important class of MANETs—the two-hop relay
MANETs, i.e., the MANETs adopting the popular and efficient two-hop relay algorithms
for packet routing.
Based on the concept of automatic feedback control and the Markov chain model, we
first develop a general theoretical framework to characterize the throughput capacity in a
two-hop relay MANET, where the transmission power of each node can be controlled to
adapt to a specified transmission range and a limited number of redundant copies can be
distributed for each packet. With the help of the framework, we are then able to derive
the exact per node throughput capacity for a fixed setting of both the transmission range
and packet redundancy limit. Based on the new throughput result, we further explore
the optimality properties of the considered MANETs in terms of the per node throughput
capacity, by considering all possible settings of transmission range and packet redundancy
limit.
We further extend the conventional two-hop relay and propose a general group-based
i
two-hop relay algorithm with packet redundancy, which covers the available two-hop relay
protocols with out-of-order or strictly in-order reception as special cases. A Markov chain-
based theoretical framework is further developed to analyze how the mean value and
variance of packet delivery delay vary with the redundancy limit and group size, where
the important medium contention, interference and traffic contention issues are carefully
incorporated into the analysis. Extensive simulation and theoretical results are provided
to illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm and the corresponding theoretical
framework, which indicate that the theoretical framework is efficient in delay analysis and
the new algorithm actually enables both the mean value and variance of packet delivery
delay to be flexibly controlled in a large region for the challenging MANET.
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1.1 Background to Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
With the rapid development of communication technologies, wireless networks nowadays
are increasingly becoming irreplaceable communication techniques for people’s daily life.
Motivated by their promising applications, lots of research efforts have been dedicated
towards the designing and building of wireless networks, such as mobile ad hoc network,
satellite network, cellular network, Wi-Fi (or hotspot) network, wireless sensor network,
etc. Among these wireless networks, the mobile ad hoc network is of special interests to
researchers from both academia and industry due to its distinctive features.
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a peer-to-peer network with fully self-organized
mobile nodes. In such an autonomous network system, mobile users randomly move
around and freely communicate to each other via wireless links without the aid of any
pre-existing infrastructure or centralized administration. Therefore, any mobile objects
including the human beings, animals and vehicles, could easily form a MANET as long
as each object carries a wireless communication device.
Compared with the available wireless network architectures, including the satellite
network, cellular network and Wi-Fi network, the mobile ad hoc network has lots of
attractive advantages. First, it incurs much lower establishment expenditure and main-
tenance cost than other wireless networks, as no infrastructure support or base station
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is required for the building of a MANET. Second, it is robust against the single point of
failure, i.e., the death or diminishing of any particular network node will never affect the
whole network performance. Finally, it can be rapidly deployed and flexibly reconfigured
even in those geographically tough areas. Due to these specific features, the MANET
holds great promise for a lot of future applications, such as the disaster relief, emergency
response, daily information exchange, military troop communication, pedestrian network
and vehicular ad hoc network, etc. It is believed that the MANET will become one of the
most important and indispensable component among the next generation networks.
Motivated by the above great application potentials of MANETs, extensive researches
from all over the world have been conducted towards a thorough understanding of the
fundamental MANET performances in the last decades, such as the maximum support-
able per node throughput, the expected end-to-end delay performance, the average packet
delivery delay, etc. However, such important network performances remain largely un-
known for the general MANETs and some research problems remain open by now, due to
some challenging issues which will be introduced in the next section. Therefore, there is
still a long way to go before the MANET could become as popular and prevalent as the
cellular network and Wi-Fi network today.
1.2 Challenging Issues and Open Problems
As introduced in last section, since the nodes in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
randomly move around in network region according to their own mobility patterns, it is
very difficult to predict the node movement behaviors. A significant amount of works has
been done to understand the mobility patterns of human beings, where a lot of mobility
trajectories have been collected and analyzed. A lot of mobility models have also been
proposed to characterize the mobility pattern, such as the i.i.d. (independently and
identically distributed) model, random walk model, random waypoint model, Brownian
model, restricted mobility model, the Levy walk model and the Levy fly model. Although
these models could provide a good approximation of the node mobility pattern to some
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extent, it remains unknown for the key characteristics lying behind the real mobility
traces, such as the fundamental factors that will affect the node movement behavior, the
inter-meeting time and the meeting duration between any node pair in a general MANET,
the mobility model that matches best with the real mobility traces, etc.
Furthermore, all nodes in MANETs perform the required data delivery through node
cooperations without an inherent infrastructure, where mobile nodes transmit to each
other spontaneously without any centralized scheduling or administration. The wireless
interference incurred by such spontaneous transmissions becomes much more challenging
than that in cellular and Wi-Fi networks, in which the data transmissions are scheduled
by the base station and access point, respectively. In the general MANETs, the ongoing
data reception at some node could easily get corrupted by the data transmission initiated
by some neighboring node, which is out of the sensing range and thus has no idea of
the channel occupation status. Although some medium access control schemes have been
proposed to address the interference issues, like the time division multiple access (TDMA),
frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA) and carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), these schemes were proposed either
for centralized networks or for static ad hoc networks, rather than for MANETs. The
problem that how to characterize the interference issue and analyze the transmission
opportunity and success probability in the general MANETs remains open now.
Due to the complicated node mobility and wireless interference issues in MANETs,
the traditional information theory borne with the Shannon limit theory which has been
vital for links and centralized networks, has not been successfully applied to decentralized
wireless networks. Even if this was accomplished, due to the mobility issue, there is still
a long way to go for such a theory to truly characterize the limits of deployed MANETs.
The lack of a MANET capacity theory has been stunting the development and commer-
cialization of many types of wireless networks, including emergency, military, sensor, and
community mesh networks. It is expected that such a MANET capacity theory could
provide a thorough understanding of the fundamental network performances, like the per
node throughput capacity, i.e., the maximum supportable traffic input rate. Some prob-
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lems remain challenging for the researchers and engineers, like how to determine whether
a traffic input rate vector could be supported by a given MANET or not? If so, what is the
corresponding routing and scheduling algorithm? Furthermore, what is the corresponding
expected end-to-end delay at such input rate? By considering all possible routing and
scheduling algorithms, in which range could the end-to-end delay be flexibly controlled?
1.3 Research Objectives
In this thesis, the overall aim is to develop a general Shannon-limit like network infor-
mation theory so as to provide a deeper understanding on the fundamental throughput
and delay performances in MANETs. Specifically, we will focus on an important class
of mobile ad hoc networks, i.e., the mobile ad hoc networks adopting the two-hop relay
algorithms as routing protocols (two-hop relay MANETs for short). By adopting the i.i.d.
mobility model and the concurrent-set based scheme to address the node mobility issue
and interference issue among simultaneous data transmissions, respectively, we will de-
velop theoretical frameworks to analytically study the throughput and delay performances
in two-hop relay MANETs.
In the study of throughput performance, we will focus on a two-hop relay MANET
where the transmission power of each node can be controlled to adapt to a specified
transmission range and a limited number of redundant copies can be distributed for each
packet. We will first develop a general theoretical framework to characterize the through-
put capacity in such a MANET by adopting the concept of automatic feedback control
and the Markov chain model. With the help of the framework, we will then be able to
derive the exact per node throughput capacity for a fixed setting of both the transmission
range and packet redundancy limit. Based on the new throughput result, we will further
explore the optimality properties of the considered MANETs in terms of the per node
throughput capacity, by considering all possible settings of transmission range and packet
redundancy limit.
In the delay performance study, we will focus on the average per packet delivery delay
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in mobile ad hoc networks. We will first extend the conventional two-hop relay and pro-
pose a general group-based two-hop relay algorithm with packet redundancy, which will
cover the available two-hop relay protocols with out-of-order or strictly in-order reception
as special cases. We will further develop a Markov chain-based theoretical framework to
analyze how the mean value and variance of packet delivery delay vary with the redun-
dancy limit and group size, where the important medium contention, interference and
traffic contention issues will also be carefully incorporated into the analysis. We will
also conduct extensive simulation studies to validate the developed theoretical framework
for delivery delay analysis. Based on the developed framework, we will further explore
how the proposed algorithm could enable a flexible delay control to be made to adapt to
various applications with different delay requirements.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 2. Two-Hop Relay Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. In this chapter, we
introduce the two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks considered in this thesis. We adopt
the cell partition technique to divide the network region into multiple cells, which en-
ables a flexible control of both the node movement speed and the transmission range
by adjusting the cell side length. We adopt the i.i.d. model as the mobility model and
adopt the protocol interference model to address the wireless interference among simul-
taneous transmissions. We then introduce the permutation traffic pattern and also define
the queue structures at each node. After defining the concurrent-set and introducing
the transmission scheduling process, we give an overall introduction of the two-hop relay
algorithm and its basic transmission modes.
Chapter 3. Exact Throughput Capacity under Power Control in MANETs.
In this chapter, we focus on per node throughput capacity analysis in MANETs. We first
analyze the packet delivery process of a tagged flow from the source to the destination in
a two-hop relay MANET, where the transmission power of each node can be controlled
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to adapt to a specified transmission range and a limited number of redundant copies can
be distributed for each packet. Based on the distinctive features of the delivery process,
we then model the considered network into an automatic feedback control system. After
introducing the concept of virtual queue at the destination, we develop Markov chain
models to characterize the copy dispatching process at the source and also the packet
reception process at the destination. By analyzing the properties of the two service
times at the source and the destination, we derive closed-form expressions for the exact
per node throughput capacity under a fixed setting of transmission range and packet
redundancy limit. Then we conduct extensive simulation studies to validate the developed
theoretical framework for the per node throughput capacity. Finally, we further explore
the optimality properties of the considered MANETs in terms of the per node throughput
capacity, and find out the optimum setting of packet redundancy limit to achieve the
optimum throughput.
Chapter 4. Generalized Two-Hop Relay for Flexible Delay Control in
MANETs. In this chapter, we focus on the packet delivery delay performance, which
measures the time it takes a network to deliver a packet from the source to the destination.
We first analyze the available delay performance studies and find out their limitations in
delay control. We then accordingly propose a general group-based two-hop relay algorithm
with limited packet redundancy so as to provide flexible delay control for the challenging
MANETs. After analyzing the properties of the start state and the end state of the deliv-
ery process, we define general transient states to represent intermediate network transient
states. By further defining the transition diagrams for a general transient state under
all possible transition scenarios, we develop a Markov chain-based theoretical framework
to derive closed-form results for both the mean value and the standard deviation of the
packet delivery delay. Finally, we conduct extensive simulation studies to validate the
developed theoretical framework and delay results.
In the last chapter, we conclude the whole thesis and discuss the future works.
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1.5 Thesis Contribution
In this thesis, we studied the exact per node throughput capacity and also the packet
delivery delay performance in two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks. The main contribu-
tions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
• We first develop a general theoretical framework to depict the complicated packet
delivery process in the challenging MANET environment. With the help of the
theoretical framework, we then develop closed-form expressions for the exact per
node throughput capacity µ(υ, f) under any specified setting of transmission range
υ and packet redundancy limit f . Simulation results are also provided to validate
the throughput capacity result. Based on the new throughput result, we further
explore the optimal capacity maxf{µ(υ, f)} for a fixed υ and also determine the
corresponding optimum setting of f to achieve it. This result helps us to understand
how such optimal capacity varies with υ and to find a suitable υ (and also f)
to achieve the maximum possible throughput capacity maxυ,f{µ(υ, f)} of such a
network.
• We propose a new 2HR-(f, g) algorithm, where each packet is delivered to at most
f distinct relay nodes and can be accepted by its destination if it is a fresh packet
to the destination and also it is among g packets of the group the destination is
currently requesting. This algorithm is general and covers all the available two-hop
routing protocols as special cases.
• We further develop a general theoretical framework based on the multi-dimensional
Markov chain, which is powerful in the sense it enables not only the mean value
but also the variance of packet delivery delay to be derived analytically with a
careful consideration of the important medium contention, interference and traffic
contention issues. Extensive simulation and theoretical results are provided to vali-
date the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm and the Markov chain theoretical framework. These
results indicate that the theoretical framework is very efficient in packet delay anal-
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ysis, and more importantly, the new 2HR-(f, g) algorithm makes it possible for us to
flexibly control the packet delivery delay (and its variance) in a large region through
the proper settings of f and g.
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Chapter 2
Two-Hop Relay Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks
2.1 Introduction
In this thesis, we focus on an important class of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)—
the two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks, i.e., the MANETs adopting the popular and
efficient two-hop relay algorithms for packet routing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In this chapter,
we first introduce the system models considered in this thesis, including the network
model, mobility model, interference model, traffic model and queue structure at each
node. After defining the concurrent-set based transmission scheduling scheme, we then
give an introduction to the two-hop relay routing protocols.
2.2 System Models
2.2.1 Network Model
Mobile ad hoc network: Consider a wireless ad hoc network with n mobile nodes moving
around randomly and independently in a unit square. Similar to previous works [7, 8, 9],
the unit square is assumed to be a torus, i.e., the top and bottom edges of the square touch
9
(a) Network before cell partition. (b) Network after cell partition
Figure 2.1: Illustration of cell partitioned network structure.
each other and the left and right ones also touch each other. As shown in Fig. 2.1(a),
each node moves around in the two-dimensional unit torus according to its own mobility
pattern.
Similar to previous works [9, 10, 11, 12], we assume a time slotted system, where
the time is divided into consecutive time slots with equal duration, and apply the cell
partition technique to divide the network area into m × m equal sized cells, each cell
with a side length of 1/m. As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), the cell partition technique maps
the random node mobility in the network region into the node movement among different
network cells. As a common partition technique for time slotted network, the general
m×m cell partition actually enables a flexible control of both the node movement speed
and the node transmission range to be made for the challenging MANET, by accordingly
setting the cell side length (or parameter m). As indicated in [10, 11, 7, 8, 13, 14], the cell
partition technique is also very helpful for network performance modeling and analysis.
We further assume the limit channel bandwidth scenario such that the total number of
bits that can be transmitted per time slot between any node pair is fixed and normalized
to one packet. We suppose that during each time slot each node has the knowledge about
which cell it falls within based on its location information (For node localization, please
refer to [15, 16]).
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the i.i.d. mobility model.
2.2.2 Mobility Model
i.i.d. mobility model: For the cell-partitioned network considered in this thesis, we focus
on the i.i.d. node mobility model [7, 17, 18], where each node first independently and
uniformly chooses a destination cell over all m2 cells at the beginning of each time slot,
and then stays within it for the whole time slot. As shown in Fig. 2.2, suppose a node
is in a cell at a time slot, it may appear at any network cell in the next time slot with
equal probability, i.e., each cell has the same probability of 1/m2 to be selected as the
destination cell. Notice that under the i.i.d. mobility model, the time a node takes to
move from one cell to another cell is neglected.
Indeed, the i.i.d. mobility model is popular for network performance analysis and has
been widely adopted in literature [10, 11, 3, 4, 7, 13, 19]. Since the network topology varies
dramatically and the network behavior can never be predicted under the bi-dimensional
i.i.d. mobility model, the i.i.d. model is able to capture the node movements in the
regime of infinite mobility and thus the network performance analysis derived under such
mobility model provides a meaningful bound in the limit of infinite mobility. Furthermore,
the results in [10, 20, 4] indicate that the network capacity derived under the i.i.d. mobility
model is actually identical to the one derived under other non-i.i.d. mobility models (like
the Markovian random walk model and random waypoint model) if they follow the same
11
Figure 2.3: Illustration of protocol interference model.
steady state channel distribution, as later to be shown in Chapter 3.
2.2.3 Interference Model
Protocol interference model: To account for the interference issue among simultaneous
transmissions, the Protocol interference model introduced in [21, 9] is adopted here. For
a link x at time slot t, we use Tx(t) and Rx(t) to denote the positions of the corresponding
transmitter and receiver, respectively. Based on the Protocol model, the transmission of
the link x can be successful at the time slot t if for any other link y with simultaneous
transmission we have
|Ty(t)−Rx(t)| ≥ (1 + ∆)|Tx(t)−Rx(t)|
here ∆ is a protocol specified guard factor for interference control (a fixed positive constant
representing the guard zone in the Protocol model).
As shown in Fig. 2.3, node i is transmitting to node j and node k is transmitting to
another node at a time slot. The transmission range is defined as the circle area centered
at node i with a radius of r, i.e., the shaded circle. According to the Protocol interference
model, the interference range is defined as the red circle area centered at node j with
a radius of (1 + ∆)r, and the data reception at node j will be successful if and only if
there is no any other simultaneous transmitter in the interference range. We can see from
Fig. 2.3 that, the transmission of node k will not affect the data reception at node j, since
node k is outside the interference range of j.
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Figure 2.4: The queue structure at a node with the permutation traffic pattern.
2.2.4 Traffic Model
Permutation traffic pattern: We consider the permutation traffic pattern widely adopted
in previous studies [1, 10, 13, 7, 22, 23, 11]. Under such traffic model, there will be in total
n distinct uni-cast flows, where each node is the source of its locally generated traffic flow
and at the same time the destination of a flow originated from another node. For the traffic
flow originated at each node, we assume it has an average rate of λ (packets/slot). The
packet arrival process at each node is independent of its mobility process and all packets
arrive at the beginning of each time slots. For the purpose of throughput capacity and
delay analysis, we simply assume that no lifetime is associated with each packet and the
buffer size at each node is large enough such that the packet loss due to buffer overflow
will never happen.
The permutation traffic pattern can be regarded as the worst-case uni-cast scenario,
under which each node has a local outgoing traffic to deliver and also an incoming traffic
to receive. According to the two-hop relay algorithm, therefore, a node will choose to
forward traffic for other flows only when the node does not meet the destination of its
own outgoing flow. In light of the fact that in the real-world MANETs some nodes may
have no traffic to deliver or receive, i.e., may serve as pure relays, the throughput capacity
derived under the permutation traffic pattern may serve as an achievable lower bound.
Since there are n distinct uni-cast flows, without loss of generality, we focus on a
tagged flow and denote its source and destination by node S and node D, respectively.
According to the two-hop relay [1, 10, 11, 24], S can also be a potential relay for other
13
Figure 2.5: Illustration of concurrent-set in a cell partitioned network.
n − 2 flows (except the two flows originated from and destined for itself). As illustrated
in Fig. 2.4, we assume that S maintains n individual queues at its buffer, one designated-
queue for storing the packets that are destined for itself, one local-queue for storing the
packets that are locally generated and destined for node D, and n−2 parallel relay-queues
for storing packets destined for other n− 2 nodes (excluding S and D).
2.3 Overview of Concurrent-Set Based Transmission
Scheduling Scheme
2.3.1 Definition of Concurrent-Set
According to the Protocol interference model, multiple links could simultaneously trans-
mit if they are sufficiently far away from each other. To support as many simultaneous
link transmissions as possible while ensuring an acceptable interference among nodes, we
consider here a concurrent-set based scheduling scheme similar to [12, 11, 13, 19].
Concurrent-set: A concurrent-set is a subset of cells, where any two of them have a
vertical and horizontal distance of some multiple of α cells and all of them could conduct
transmission simultaneously.
An example of concurrent-set is illustrated in Fig. 2.5, where the distance parameter
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α = 4. From Fig. 2.5, we can see that the network cells are divided into 16 concurrent-sets
and all the highlighted cells belong to the same concurrent-set, i.e., the concurrent-set 1,
in which each cell can simultaneously support a transmitting node without interfering
with each other.
2.3.2 Transmission Scheduling and Transmitting Node Selection
It is notable that for the concurrent-set based scheduling with distance parameter α,
there will be in total α2 distinct concurrent-sets, where each cell belongs to one distinct
concurrent-set. If all concurrent-sets alternatively become active (i.e., get the transmission
opportunity), then each concurrent-set (and thus each cell) becomes active in every α2
time slots. For a
√
n × √n cell-partitioned network, the results in [11] indicate that at
any time slot, the event that there are at least two nodes falling within an an active cell
happens with a non-negligible probability (approaches 1 − 2e−1 as n goes to infinity).
When there are more than one node in an active cell, the selection of transmitting node
from the cell can be implemented by a contention window based selection mechanism
similar to the DCF, which is defined as follows.
Selection of Transmitting Node: At the beginning of each time slot, each node inde-
pendently judges whether it is inside an active cell or not. If not, it remains silent and
will not contend for the transmitting opportunity. Otherwise, it starts its back-off counter
with a seed randomly selected from (0, CW ] (CW represents the contention window), and
then overhears the channel until its back-off counter becomes 0 or it hears a broadcast-
ing message from a transmitter. If no broadcasting message is heard during the back-off
counting process, it broadcasts out a message denoting itself as the transmitter.
Fig. 2.6 illustrates the flowchart of the contention window based transmitting node
selection scheme. It is easy to see that based on the back-off counting mechanism, each
node of an active cell has the same probability to win the transmission opportunity and
thus becomes the transmitting node.
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart of the contention window based transmitting node selection scheme.
2.4 Overview of Two-Hop Relay Routing Protocols
2.4.1 Elemental Operations
Due to random node mobility in MANETs, the network topology may vary dramatically
and no contemporaneous end-to-end path may ever exist at any given time instant [25,
26, 27]. The traditional route-based routing protocols such as DSR [28], AODV [29], etc.,
fail to work properly as they require the simultaneous availability of a number of links.
As a “store-carry-forward” kind of routing protocol, the two-hop relay, which relies on the
mobility of nodes and sequences of their contacts to compensate for lack of continuous
connectivity and thus enable packets to be delivered from end to end, becomes a promising
routing protocol for the MANETs [1, 30, 11, 27, 3].
The two-hop relay routing protocol, simple yet efficient, has been proved to be able
to provide a flexible control of both the throughput and packet delay for the challenging
MANETs [27, 3]. Under such a routing protocol, there are three elemental operations.
• “source-to-relay” transmission: the source node replicates copies of its packets to
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the two-hop relay routing protocol.
other nodes (i.e., the relay nodes) it encounters.
• “relay-to-destination” transmission: an intermediate relay node carrying a copy can
forward the copy only to the destination node.
• “source-to-destination” transmission: the source node directly sends a packet to the
destination.
2.4.2 Basic Protocol and Various Variants
Since the seminal work of Grossglauser and Tse (2001) [1], the two-hop relay algorithm
and its variants have become a class of attractive routing algorithms for mobile ad hoc
networks, which enable the capacity and delay to be studied analytically. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.7, the two-hop relay routing protocol defines two phases for packet transmission,
where a packet is first transmitted from its source node to an intermediate node (relay
node) in phase 1 (i.e., the “source-to-relay” transmission), and then in phase 2 the packet
is transmitted from the relay node to its destination node (i.e., “relay-to-destination”
transmission). Since the source node can directly transmit a packet to its destination
node (i.e., the “source-to-destination” transmission) once such transmission opportunity
arises, every packet goes through at most two hops to reach its destination in a two-hop
relay network.
By now, a lot of two-hop relay variants have been proposed and explored in literature.
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In the in-order two-hop relay algorithms, like the ones proposed in [10, 31, 32, 11], each
packet should be received in-order at its destination. The algorithms in [1, 33, 34] can be
regarded as the out-of-order two-hop without redundancy, where a packet has at most one
copy and gets accepted by its destination if it is “fresh” (never received before). The out-
of-order two-hop relay with redundancy has also been explored recently [27, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41], where each packet may have multiple copies in the transmission process. To
achieve a flexible trade-off between the in-order reception and out-of-order reception, the
general group-based two-hop relay algorithm has been proposed [24, 3], where the packets
are delivered and received in group order. More recently, the two-hop relay algorithms
with coding technique have also been explored in [42, 43, 6, 44].
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the considered two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks,
including the cell-partitioned network model, the i.i.d. mobility model, the protocol
interference model, the permutation traffic pattern and the queue structure at each node.
In order to schedule as many simultaneous transmissions as possible in a cell-partitioned
network, we defined the concurrent-set based scheduling scheme, where the transmission
scheduling and the contention window based transmitting node selection scheme were also
introduced. We also gave an overall introduction of the two-hop relay routing protocol,
including its three elemental transmissions, the basic protocol and various variants.
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Chapter 3
Exact Throughput Capacity under
Power Control in MANETs
3.1 Introduction
The mobile ad hoc network (MANET), a very flexible and self-autonomous wireless net-
work architecture, is very promising to find many important applications in the daily
information exchange, disaster relief, military troop communication, etc. By now, the
lack of a general Shannon limit-like network capacity theory is still a challenging road-
block stunting the development and commercialization of MANETs [45]. It is expected
such a theory can help us to understand the basic network throughput capacity limit and
thus serves as an instruction guideline for the network design, performance optimization
and engineering of future MANETs [46, 47]. In this chapter, we first develop theoretical
framework to characterize the packet delivery process in a two-hop relay MANET with
limited packet redundancy, derive closed-form expressions for the per node throughput
capacity, and then explore the maximum per node throughput capacity and the corre-
sponding optimum packet redundancy limit to achieve it.
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3.2 Related Research Works
Since the seminal work of Grossglauser and Tse (2001) [1], a lot of research efforts have
been devoted to a better understanding of the MANET throughput capacity under various
mobility models. Grossglauser and Tse [1] showed that under the i.i.d. mobility model, it
is possible to achieve a Θ(1) per node throughput by employing a two-hop relay scheme.
Following this line, it was later proved that the Θ(1) per node throughput can also be
achieved under other mobility models, like the random walk model[8], the two-dimensional
Brownian motions model[9] and the restricted mobility model [34]. Moraes et al. further
showed that under uniform mobility model, we can still have the Θ(1) throughput even
with a variant of the two-hop relay scheme, where each packet is only broadcasted once
by its source and all nodes that receive the packet will act as its relays [48].
Recently, the trade-off between the throughput capacity and delay performances in
MANETs has also been extensively explored. Perevalov et al. [33] studied the delay-
limited throughput of MANETs and reported that under the i.i.d. mobility model, the
achievable throughput is of order Θ(n−1/3) for a fixed delay value d and the throughput
increases as d2/3 when the delay d is a moderate value. Lin et al. [49] considered the
Brownian motion model and showed that the two-hop relay scheme proposed by Gross-
glauser and Tse, while capable of achieving a per node throughput of Θ(1), incurs an
expected packet delay of Ω(log n/σ2n), where σ
2
n is the variance parameter of the Brown-
ian motion model. Neely et al. [10] proved that under the i.i.d. mobility model, it is able
to achieve O(1/
√
n) throughput and O(
√
n) delay by introducing exact
√
n redundancy
for each packet. More recently, the per node throughput capacity and delay trade-off
has also been studied under the random waypoint model [50] and the Brownian mobility
model [31].
It is also noticed that some prior works has been done to analyze the exact capacity for
MANETs. Neely and Modiano [10] established the network capacity for a cell partitioned
MANET with i.i.d. mobility model, and showed that as the network size scales up the
per node capacity there remains constant for a given node density. The capacity results
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in [10] was later extended to a delay tolerant MANET with general Markovian mobility
models [20], where it is assumed that two nodes could transmit to each other as long as
they are in the same cell or in adjacent cells.
3.2.1 Limitations of Available Works
It is notable that the above works mainly focus on deriving the order sense results of
MANET throughput capacity. Although the order sense results are helpful for us to
understand the general scaling law and thus the growth rate of the throughput capacity
with network size n, they tell us little about the exact achievable per node throughput
capacity. In practice, however, such exact network throughput capacity is of great interest
for network designers. The available exact throughput capacity in [10, 20] was explored
without careful consideration of the important wireless interference, medium contention
and traffic contention issues in MANETs. Another limit of these works is that the impact
of node transmission range on the throughput capacity of MANETs has been largely
neglected. Since it is generally believed that the local transmission mode could result
in the maximum per node throughput capacity, these work generally adopt the local
transmission mode in their analysis, where either each node has a small transmission
range of Θ(1/
√
n) [1, 48, 34, 33, 49, 50, 31], or it can only transmit to some other node(s)
in the same cell [8, 9, 10].
In this chapter, we study the exact per node throughput capacity of a MANET, where
the transmission power (and thus transmission range) of each node can be controlled
such that the impact of the transmission range on per node throughput capacity can be
explored. For packet routing, we consider a generalized two-hop relay with limited packet
redundancy (i.e., with a specified limit on the maximum number of distinct relays for each
packet), which covers the available two-hop relay schemes [10, 50, 31] as special cases.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the general transmission range.
3.3 System Assumptions and Definitions
We assume that the time is slotted and the network is evenly divided into
√
n×√n 1 cells
with 1/n area each, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In order to explore the impact of power
control on network throughput capacity, similar to [51] we assume that each node employs
a power level so as to cover a set of cells with horizontal and vertical distances no more




⌋, and ⌊x⌋ is the floor
function. With such power control, a node could transmit to any other node in a square
area centered at the cell of the node and is of side length (2υ− 1)/√n, as that illustrated
in Fig. 3.1.
Throughput Capacity: We call a traffic input rate λ (packets/slot) feasible or achievable
if there exists a spatial and temporal scheduling algorithm such that under this input rate
the queue length at each node will never increase to infinity as the time goes to infinity.
The per node throughput capacity is then defined as the maximum feasible input rate λ.
Without incurring any ambiguity, hereafter we call such capacity as throughput capacity
for brevity.
1In the case that
√
n is not an integer, i.e., when the network is divided into m×m equal cells where
m = ⌈n⌉ or m = ⌊n⌋, the corresponding per node throughput capacity can also be easily derived based
on the theoretical framework developed in this chapter.
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Figure 3.2: Tuning of concurrent-set under the general transmission range control.
3.4 Transmission Scheduling and Routing
3.4.1 Tuning of Concurrent-Set
Setting of Parameter α: To support as many simultaneous transmissions as possible, we
need to properly set the parameter α of concurrent-set based on the parameter υ for
power control and the parameter ∆ for interference control. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2,
suppose that the node V is scheduled to receive from some transmitting node, while
the node K in another active cell of the same concurrent-set is transmitting to some
other node. Notice that in this chapter we consider a network scenario where each node
employs a power level so as to cover a set of cells which have a horizontal and vertical





Thus, we assume that the node V is at a distance of (x, y) (x, y ∈ [−υ + 1, υ − 1]) cells
away from its transmitting node, where the x and y denote the horizontal distance and
vertical distance, respectively. It is trivial to see that we only need to consider the cases
that x ∈ [0, υ − 1], y = υ − 1. We can easily see that the distance from node V to its
transmitting node is at most 1√
n
√
υ2 + (x+ 1)2, while another simultaneous transmitting
node (say the node K in Fig. 3.2) is at least 1√
n
√
(α− υ)2 + x2 away from the node V .
According to the interference model, the condition that K will not interfere with the
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the 2HR-f routing scheme for a tagged flow, whose source node
S is transmitting packet P to the destination node D.




(α− υ)2 + x2 ≥ (1 + ∆) 1√
n
√
υ2 + (x+ 1)2 (3.1)
To ensure above inequality for each x ∈ [0, υ − 1], we have
α ≥ υ +
√
2(∆ + 1)2υ2 − (υ − 1)2 (3.2)
Since α is an integer and α ≤ √n, we can set α as follow to support as many simultaneous
transmissions as possible.
α = min{υ + ⌈
√
2(∆ + 1)2υ2 − (υ − 1)2⌉, ⌊
√
n⌋} (3.3)
3.4.2 2HR-f Routing Scheme
In this chapter, we consider a generalization of the classic two-hop routing scheme with f -
cast (2HR-f) [10, 27, 11], f ∈ [1, n−2], where each packet waiting at the source is delivered
to at most f distinct relay nodes (i.e., each packet has a limited redundancy f) and should
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be received in order at its destination, as shown in Fig. 3.3. For the permutation traffic
pattern considered in this chapter, there are in total n distinct traffic flows. Without loss
of generality, we focus on a tagged flow in our discussion and use the S and D to denote
the source node and the destination node, respectively. The source S labels each packet
P of the tagged flow with a sequence number SN(P ), while the destination D maintains
a request number RN(D) to indicate the sequence number of the packet it is currently
requesting. Notice that the sequence number mechanism ensures that every packet is
received in order at the destination and also helps to remove the remnant copies of those
packets already received [10]. The overall 2HR-f scheme is summarized as follows.
2HR-f Routing Scheme: When the source S wins the transmission opportunity at the
current time slot, S first overhears the channel for a specified interval of time to check
whether the node D is inside the one-hop transmission range.
1) If S hears the reply from D within the specified time interval, it initiates a hand-
shake with D and then transmits a packet directly to D (“Source-to-Destination”
transmission);
2) If no broadcasting reply is overheard during the specified time interval, a receiving
node (say R) is randomly selected among the nodes within the one-hop transmission
range of S based on a mechanism similar to the selection of transmitting node. With
probability 1/2, the S and R then perform either the “Source-to-Relay” or “Relay-
to-Destination” transmission:
• Source-to-Relay: Suppose that the packet P is the packet locally generated for
which S is currently delivering copies, S first initiates a handshake with R to
check whether R has already received a copy of P before. If not, S delivers
out a new copy of P to R if only less than f copies of P have already been
delivered out from S by now; otherwise, S remains idle for this time slot.
• Relay-to-Destination: As shown in Fig. 3.4, S initiates a handshake with R to
check if S carries a packet P ∗ destined for node R with SN(P ∗) = RN(R). If
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Relay-to-Destination transmission in the 2HR-f routing scheme.
so, S delivers the packet P ∗ to node R; otherwise, S remains idle for this time
slot.
3.5 Throughput Capacity Analysis
3.5.1 Some Basic Probabilities
Lemma 1. For the tagged flow and a given time slot, we use p1 and p2 to denote the
probability that S conducts a source-to-destination transmission and the probability that
S conducts a source-to-relay or relay-to-destination transmission, respectively. By setting

































Proof. Consider a tagged active cell, the node S can conduct a source-to-destination
transmission with D only under the following two mutually exclusive cases: both S and
D are in this cell; or S is in this cell while D is in one of the 4υ2 − 4υ surrounding
cells. If we further assume that aside from S and D, there are k other nodes in this cell,





under the former case (resp. under the latter case). Summing up the probabilities under
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where m = (2υ − 1)2.
Similarly, S conducts a source-to-relay or relay-to-destination transmission iff the fol-
lowing four events happen simultaneously: S is in an active cell, S is selected as the
transmitter, there is at least one other node (except S and D) in the same cell of S or
its 4υ2 − 4υ surrounding cells, and D is in one of the other n− (2υ − 1)2 cells. Consider




. Further notice that S can conduct a source-to-relay or relay-to-destination
transmission with some other node only under the following two mutually exclusive cases:
this cell contains only S; or this cell contains at least one other node aside from S. If we
assume that there are k (k ∈ [1, n − 2]) other nodes in this cell (resp. in the 4υ2 − 4υ
surrounding cells), the other n− 2− k nodes can be in any cell of the other n− 1 (resp.














































Then we finish the proof for Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. For the tagged flow, suppose that the source S is delivering copies for some
packet P in the current time slot, the destination D is also requesting for P , i.e., SN(P ) =
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RN(D), and there are already j (1 ≤ j ≤ f +1) copies of P in the network (including the
original one at S). For the next time slot, we use Pr(j) to denote the probability that D
will receive P , use Pd(j) to denote the probability that S will successfully deliver out a copy
of P to some new relay (if j ≤ f), and use Ps(j) to denote the probability of simultaneous
source-to-relay and relay-to-destination transmissions. By setting m = (2υ−1)2, we have




n− j − 1
2(n− 2) p2 (3.9)
Ps(j) =





































Proof. Given that there are j copies of packet P in the network, we know the source node
S has already distributed j − 1 replicas of P to j − 1 distinct relay nodes. In the next
time slot, the destination node D may either receive P directly from S or from one of the
j − 1 relay nodes, say node R. Notice that the probability that D receives P from S is
p1, and the probability that D receives P from R is
p2
2(n−2) . Since R can be any one of the
available j − 1 relay nodes, and the events that D receives P from S or the j − 1 relay
nodes are mutually exclusive and independent, by summing up the probabilities of these
j events, the formula (3.8) follows.
Similarly, given that there are j − 1 relay nodes each carrying the packet P , in the
next time slot S may deliver out a new copy of P to any one of the remaining n− j − 1
nodes. Since these n− j − 1 events are also mutually exclusive and independent, and the
probability that S delivers out a copy to a single relay node is p2
2(n−2) , the probability that
S will deliver out a new copy for P can then be determined as the formula (3.9).
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To derive Ps(j), let’s focus on a specific node R from the j − 1 nodes carrying packet
P and a specific node V from the n− j − 1 nodes without P , and use P (S → V,R → D)
to denote the probability that a source-to-relay transmission from S to V and a relay-to-
destination transmission from R to D happen simultaneously in the next time slot. Thus,
the Ps(j) can be determined as
Ps(j) = (j − 1)(n− j − 1) · P (S → V,R → D) (3.12)
The basic idea is to treat the event (S → V,R → D) as two simultaneous but mutually
independent transmissions, i.e., the relay-to-destination transmission R → D and the
source-to-relay transmission S → V , then divide each transmission into multiple mutually
exclusive cases, and finally represent each case with several simultaneous but independent
sub-events. First consider the active cell with node R. The node R can conduct a relay-
to-destination transmission with D only under the following two mutually exclusive cases:
D is in this cell or D is in one of the 4υ2 − 4υ surrounding cells. If we further assume
that except the nodes S, D, R, V and the destination node of R’s local traffic, there are
in total k other nodes in the one-hop neighborhood of R, k ∈ [0, n − 5], among them i
nodes are in the same cell as R, i ∈ [0, k], and the other k − i nodes are in the 4υ2 − 4υ
surrounding cells. Then the probability that R and D are selected as the transmitter and




) under the former case (resp. under
the latter case). Summing up the probabilities under these two cases, then we get the
corresponding probability of the relay-to-destination transmission R → D. Similarly, we
can also get the probability of the source-to-relay transmission S → V . By the law of
multiplication, then we have























































































































































































(k + 1)(k + 2)
. (3.14)
The (3.10) then follows by combining (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14).
3.5.2 Service Time at Source S and Destination D
Before deriving the service time at S and D, we first define the following two queues. As
shown in Fig. 3.5 that the first queue is a local queue at the source S, which stores the
locally generated packets and operates as follows: every time a local packet arrives at
S, it is put to the end of the queue; every time S finishes the copy dispatching for the
head-of-line packet, S takes it out of the queue and moves ahead the remaining packets
behind it. Thus, the head-of-line packet of the queue is the one for which S is currently
distributing copies.
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Figure 3.5: Correlationship between the local queue at the source S and the virtual queue
at the destination D.
The second queue is a virtual queue defined at the destination D. As shown in Fig. 3.5,
the virtual queue stores only the sequence numbers of those packets not received yet by
D and operates as follows: every time a packet P is moved to the head-of-line of the local
queue at S, the corresponding packet sequence number SN(P ) is put to the end of the
virtual queue; every time D receives a packet whose sequence number equals to the head-
of-line entry, D moves the head-of-line entry out of the virtual queue and moves ahead
the remaining entries. Thus, the head-of-line entry of the virtual queue is the sequence
number of the packet that D is currently requesting for, i.e., the RN(D).
The service time at S and D can then be defined as follows:
Definition 1. For a packet P of the tagged flow, its service time at the source S is defined
as the time elapsed between the time slot when S starts to deliver copies for P and the
time slot when S stops distributing copies for P .
Definition 2. For a packet P of the tagged flow, the service time at the destination D is
defined as the time elapsed between the time slot when D starts to request for P and the
time slot when D receives P .
For a packet P of the tagged flow, suppose that there are k copies of P in the network
when its destination D starts to request for P , 1 ≤ k ≤ f + 1. If we denote by state A
the absorbing state (i.e., the termination of the service process) for P , then the service
processes for the packet P at its source S and at its destination D can be defined by two
finite-state absorbing Markov chains shown in Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b), respectively.
Suppose that there are k copies of P in the network when D starts to request for the
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(a) Absorbing Markov chain for the packet distribution process at the
source node S.
(b) Absorbing Markov chain for the packet reception process at the
destination node D.
Figure 3.6: Absorbing Markov chains for a packet P of the tagged flow.
packet, we denote by XS(k) and XD(k) the corresponding service time of the packet at S
and D, respectively 2. From the theory of Markov chain [52] we know that the XS(k) is
the time the Markov chain in Fig. 3.6(a) takes to become absorbed given that the chain
starts from the state 1, and the XD(k) is the time the Markov chain in Fig. 3.6(b) takes
to become absorbed given that the chain starts from the state k.
Lemma 3. For a packet P of the tagged flow, suppose that there are k copies of P in the

























if k = f + 1.
(3.15)
2The XS(f +1) corresponds to the case that D starts to request for the packet P from the state that































j=1 φ2(k, j) +
Pd(f)−Ps(f)
Pr(f+1)
φ2(k, f − k)
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if k = f,
1
Pr(f+1)







Pd(k + t− 1)





Pd(k + t− 1)− Ps(k + t− 1)
Pr(k + t) + Pd(k + t)− Ps(k + t)
Proof. As the expected service time E{XS(k)} can be obtained after some derivations
similar to that in [11], here we only derive the expected service time E{XD(k)}. For the
absorbing Markov chain in Fig. 3.6(b) and a given k there, 1 ≤ k ≤ f +1, if we denote by
ai the mean time the Markov chain takes to become absorbed given that the chain starts
from the state i, k ≤ i ≤ f + 1, and denote by qij the transition probability from state i
to state j, i, j ∈ [k, f + 1], then we have




j∈[k,f+1],j 6=i qij · aj
1− qii
(3.18)
Notice that in the Markov chain of Fig. 3.6(b), except transiting back to itself and tran-
siting to the absorbing state A, the state i can only transit to its next state, i.e., the state










Pr(i)+Pd(i)−Ps(i) if k ≤ i ≤ f,
1
Pr(f+1)
if i = f + 1.
(3.19)
The formula (3.16) can then be derived from (3.19) recursively.
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Lemma 4. For any 1 ≤ k ≤ f , we have
E{XS(k)} < E{XS(k + 1)} (3.20)
E{XD(k)} > E{XD(k + 1)} (3.21)
Proof. As the proof of (3.20) is similar to that in [11], we omit it here. Before proceeding to
prove (3.21), we first employ the mathematical induction to prove the following inequality
Pr(k) · E{XD(k + 1)} < 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ f (3.22)
which will be used for the proof of (3.21).
Initial step: for k = f , it is easy to see that




Inductive step: we assume that (3.22) holds for some k = t, 1 < t ≤ f , i.e., Pr(t) ·
E{XD(t+ 1)} < 1. We need to prove (3.22) still holds for k = t− 1.
Pr(t− 1) · E{XD(t)}
= Pr(t− 1) ·
1 + (Pd(t)− Ps(t)) · E{XD(t+ 1)}
Pr(t) + Pd(t)− Ps(t)
<
Pr(t− 1) + Pr(t)E{XD(t+ 1)}(Pd(t)− Ps(t))
Pr(t) + Pd(t)− Ps(t)
(3.24)
<
Pr(t− 1) + Pd(t)− Ps(t)
Pr(t) + Pd(t)− Ps(t)
< 1 (3.25)
where (3.24) follows after Pr(t−1) < Pr(t). Combining (3.23) and (3.25), we prove (3.22).
Now we are ready to prove (3.21). For the case that k = f , we have












Pr(f + 1) + Pd(f)− Ps(f)





For the case that 1 ≤ k < f , we have
E{XD(k)} − E{XD(k + 1)}
=
1 + (Pd(k)− Ps(k))E{XD(k + 1)}
Pr(k) + Pd(k)− Ps(k)
− E{XD(k + 1)}
=
1− Pr(k)E{XD(k + 1)}
Pr(k) + Pd(k)− Ps(k)
> 0 (3.27)
where (3.27) follows after substituting (3.22). After combining (3.26) and (3.27), we have
(3.21) and then complete the proof for Lemma 4.
For the tagged flow, if we further denote by XS the average service time of all packets
locally generated at the source S, and denote by XD the average service time of all
packets received at the destination D, then we can establish the following result based on
Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. For any given transmission range parameter υ and packet redundancy limit




⌋, 1 ≤ f ≤ n− 2, we have
E{XS(1)} ≤ XS ≤ E{XS(f + 1)} (3.28)
E{XD(f + 1)} ≤ XD ≤ E{XD(1)} (3.29)
Proof. Since XS is averaged among all locally generated packets at S, and XD is also
averaged over all received packets at D, combining with (3.20) and (3.21) in Lemma 4, it
then follows Lemma 5.
3.5.3 Per Node Throughput Capacity
For the tagged flow, suppose that currently packet P is the head-of-line packet at the
local queue of S, D just starts to request for P and there are k (1 ≤ k ≤ f) copies of
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P now in the network. We further assume that the packet waiting right behind P in the
local queue is packet P ′, and D will start to request for P ′ when there are k′ copies of P ′
in the network. Then we have the following two cases:
• If E{XS(k)} ≤ E{XD(k)}, then in the average case we have k′ ≥ k. According
to (3.20) and (3.21), it follows that E{XS(k′)} ≥ E{XS(k)} and E{XD(k′)} ≤
E{XD(k)}. Then we have
E{XD(k′)−XS(k′)} ≤ E{XD(k)−XS(k)} (3.30)
The above condition indicates that statistically the expected gap between the service
time at the destination and the service time at the source tends to reduce. Since
(3.30) also holds for the packets (if any) waiting behind P ′, we can see that the XS
and XD (and thus the average service rates at S and D) will gradually approach
each other until a balance is achieved 3.
• If E{XS(k)} > E{XD(k)}, on average we then have k′ < k. Similar to the above
case, it follows that
E{XS(k′)−XD(k′)} < E{XS(k)−XD(k)} (3.31)
This condition indicates that statistically the service time at S tends to decrease
while the service time at D tends to increase, thus the network system will gradually
evolve towards a stable state.
The above analysis indicates that under the 2HR-f routing scheme, the parameter k is
automatically updated from packet to packet to adjust to the service rates at the S and D.
Based on this intrinsic feature of automatic updating for parameter k, we can model the
packet delivery process of the tagged flow as an automatic feedback control system shown
3As we will show later that since the server for the local queue at S and the server for the virtual queue
at D may have vacancy time, even in the case that the two average service rates 1/XS and 1/XD can
not achieve a balance, the network system may still be stabilized as long as the input rate λ is feasible.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the automatic feedback control system defined for the packet
delivery process of the tagged flow.
in Fig. 3.7, where the packet dispatching process at S and the packet receiving process
at D can be defined by the two absorbing Markov chains in Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b),
respectively4.
Now we are ready to derive the throughput capacity for the tagged flow. We first
denote by VS the long-term average packet dispatching rate at S and denote by VD the
long-term average packet receiving rate at D, where
VS = lim
t→∞





the number of received packets at D
t
(3.33)
We then have the following result.









Proof. We first prove (3.34). For the local queue at the source S, suppose that during some
time interval t node S has successfully served a total of NS(t) locally generated packets
(i.e., S has distributed copies for NS(t) local packets). According to the definition in
4Notice that for a packet P of the tagged flow, its corresponding parameter k depends only on the
delivery process of the last packet received just before the P . Thus, for the automatic feedback control
system in Fig. 3.7, the parameter k will be automatically updated for each packet and there is no need








Notice that during the time interval t, the local queue may be empty and thus the
queue server at S may become idle. Denote by IS(t) the accumulated vacancy time at S











Substituting (3.28) into (3.38), (3.34) then follows. After a similar derivation, (3.35)
also follows.
We now can establish the following main result on per node throughput capacity.
Theorem 1. Consider a cell partitioned MANET, where nodes move according to the
i.i.d. mobility model, each node could transmit to the cells with horizontal and vertical





packet follows the 2HR-f routing scheme, 1 ≤ f ≤ n − 2. If we denote by µ(υ, f) the
per node (flow) throughput capacity, i.e., the network can stably support any input rate
λ ≤ µ(υ, f), then we have















Proof. For the tagged flow, as its packet delivery process can be defined by the automatic
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feedback control system in Fig. 3.7, we can see that if the network is stable (i.e., the queue
length at each node will not go to infinity) under the input rate λ, then we have
λ = VS = VD (3.40)
This is due to the fact that in a stable control system, the long-term average rate of the
input traffic is equal to that of the output one.










After substituting (3.15) and (3.16) into (3.41), (3.39) follows.
3.5.4 Model Validation
To validate our theoretical per node throughput capacity, a dedicated simulator in C++
was developed, which is now available at [53]. In our simulation, the traffic flow originated
from each node is assumed to be a Poisson stream, and, similar to the settings in [54, 55],
the guard factor ∆ is fixed as ∆ = 1 here. In addition to the i.i.d. mobility model
considered in this chapter, we also implemented the simulations for the popular random
walk and random waypoint models:
• Random Walk Model [8]: At the beginning of each time slot, each node inde-
pendently makes a decision regarding its mobility action, either staying inside its
current cell or moving to one of its eight adjacent cells. Each action happens with
the same probability of 1/9.
• Random Waypoint Model [17]: At the beginning of each time slot, each node
independently and randomly generates a two-dimensional vector ν = [νx, νy], where




n]. The node then
moves a distance of νx along the horizontal direction and a distance of νy along the
vertical direction.
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 random walk simulation
 random waypoint simulation
n = 64 f  = 3 = 4
(a) Network scenario (n = 64, f = 3, υ = 4) with µ(4, 3) =
7.60× 10−3 (packets/slot).




































 random walk simulation
 random waypoint simulaiton
(b) Network scenario (n = 64, f = 3, υ = 1) with µ(1, 3) =
7.53× 10−4 (packets/slot).
Figure 3.8: The expected end-to-end packet delay for n = 64.
In our simulation, we consider both a smaller network with n = 64, f = 3 and
υ = {1, 4} and a larger network with n = 256, f = 6 and υ = {1, 6}. The corresponding
simulation results are summarized in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, where all the results are
reported with the 95% confidence interval. Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 indicate clearly that our
theoretical models can precisely depict the throughput capacity of a MANET under the
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 random walk simulation
 random waypoint simulation
(a) Network scenario (n = 256, f = 6, υ = 6) with µ(6, 6) =
1.17× 10−3 (packets/slot).




































 random walk simulation
 random waypoint simulation
(b) Network scenario (n = 256, f = 6, υ = 1) with µ(1, 6) =
2.84× 10−4 (packets/slot).
Figure 3.9: The expected end-to-end packet delay for n = 256.
packet redundancy control and the transmission range control. As can be observed from
these two figures that when the system load ρ = λ/µ approaches to 1 (i.e., when the traffic
input rate λ approaches the throughput capacity µ), the packet delay rises up sharply and
becomes extremely sensitive to the variations of ρ. Such skyrocketing behavior of packet
delay as ρ approaches 1 serves as an intuitive validation for the throughput capacity
determined by our theoretical model.
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It is also interesting to notice from Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 that the networks we consider
here actually exhibit very similar behaviors under either the i.i.d. model, the random walk
model or the random waypoint model. In this sense, our theoretical throughput capacity
model, although was developed under the i.i.d. mobility model, can also be used to nicely
capture the network behaviors under the random walk and the random waypoint models
as well.
3.6 Throughput Optimization
Based on the new theoretical capacity model, we further explore the following throughput
optimization problem.
Throughput Optimization Problem: For a 2HR-f -based MANET with a fixed
transmission range υ for each node, calculate its maximum per node throughput capacity
for any value of f .
For a fixed transmission range υ, if we denote by µ∗ the corresponding maximum per




















where the E{XS(1)} and E{XD(f + 1)} are defined in (3.15) and (3.16), respectively.
Regarding the solution of this optimization problem, we have the following result.
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f | E{XD(f + 1)} ≤ E{XS(1)}
}
(3.45)




























= E{XD(f + 1)}|f=n−2 (3.47)
It is easy to see from (3.15) and (3.16) that as f increases, the E{XS(1)}monotonically
increases while the E{XD(f + 1)} monotonically decreases. Combining with the results
in (3.46) and (3.47), we can see that the f0 and f1 defined above do exist.









1/E{XD(f + 1)} if 1 ≤ f ≤ f0,
1/E{XS(1)} if f1 ≤ f ≤ n− 2.
(3.48)
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Number of users, n
(a) The maximum throughput capacity µ∗ vs. n

























Number of users, n
 = 3
(b) The optimum setting of f vs. n
Figure 3.10: The maximum throughput capacity µ∗ and the corresponding optimum
setting of f for networks with n varying from 64 to 1024.
Thus, (3.43) can be derived directly based on (3.48). The above results indicate that for
a MANET with a fixed υ, there exists an optimum setting of f (f0 or f1) to achieve the
optimal per node throughput capacity µ∗.
To illustrate the optimal throughput capacity µ∗, we show in Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b)
that for υ = {1, 2, 3}, how µ∗ and the corresponding optimum setting of f vary with net-
work size n. Fig. 3.10(a) shows clearly that for all the three settings of υ here, although
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 n = 225
 n = 441
 n = 625
 n = 900
Figure 3.11: The throughput capacity µ∗ vs. node transmission region υ.
the corresponding µ∗ all decrease quickly as the network size increases, their varying ten-
dencies with n are actually different. A careful observation of Fig. 3.10(a) indicates that
among the three settings of υ here, the µ∗ of the case υ = 3 decreases most dramatically
with n while the one of the case υ = 1 decreases least significantly with n. It is also
interesting to notice that when n ≤ 143, the µ∗ of the case υ = 3 is always the greatest
one among that of all three cases, while the µ∗ of the case υ = 1 becomes the greatest
one when n is larger than 270. The results in Fig. 3.10(b) show that for a given υ, the
corresponding optimum setting of f is actually a piecewise function of n. We can also see
from the figure that for each network size n, the optimum setting of f of the case υ = 3
is the smallest one among that of all three cases. This can be intuitively interpreted as
follows. For one given network, if a bigger υ (and thus a larger transmission range) is
adopted, a node will have higher probability to meet its destination or relay nodes and
thus can deliver packets more fast, resulting in a fewer number of redundant copies for
each packet before it arrives at its destination.
To further explore how υ affects µ∗, we summarize in Fig. 3.11 how µ∗ varies with υ
for networks of n = {225, 441, 625, 900}. It is interesting to see that, for each network
scenario here, as υ increases µ∗ always first decreases and then increases. This is because
that the effect of increasing υ is two-fold: on one hand, it increases the probability that
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a node meets the destination or relay nodes, but on the other hand it decreases the
number of simultaneous transmissions. As illustrated in Fig. 3.11 that when υ is small,
the latter negative effect dominates, while as υ gradually increases, the former positive
effect becomes the dominant one. It is further noticed that for the cases n = 225, n = 441
and n = 625, µ∗ does not increase any more when υ increases beyond some threshold
(υ = 8, 11 and 13, respectively), where a node is able to cover the whole network region.
It is notable that the results in both Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.10(a) actually imply a fact
that for the network scenarios considered in this chapter, we may have a very significant
per node throughput capacity improvement and may achieve its maximum possible value
through adopting a bigger υ (and thus a larger transmission range) for each node, which
is different from what is generally believed in literature that a smaller υ usually results
in a higher throughput capacity.
3.7 Summary
Distinguished from the available works which mainly focus on deriving the order sense
results and exploring the scaling laws of the throughput capacity in MANETs, in this
chapter we addressed another basic problem: for a MANET with general node trans-
mission range control and packet redundancy control, what is the exact achievable per
node throughput capacity. We found that for the considered network scenarios, it may
not be always true that adopting local transmission can achieve the maximum per node
throughput capacity, as what is generally believed in literature. This finding indicates
that further deliberate studies are necessary to reveal the real achievable network through-
put of MANETs. Another interesting finding of our work is that the MANETs considered
in this chapter actually exhibit very similar behaviors in terms of packet delay and per




Generalized Two-Hop Relay for
Flexible Delay Control in MANETs
4.1 Introduction
The available two-hop relay protocols with out-of-order or strictly in-order reception can-
not provide a flexible control for the packet delivery delay, which may significantly limit
their applications to the future MANETs with different delay requirements. In this chap-
ter, we extend the conventional two-hop relay and proposes a general group-based two-hop
relay algorithm with packet redundancy. A Markov chain-based theoretical framework is
further developed to analyze how the mean value and variance of packet delivery delay
vary with the parameters packet redundancy and group size, where the important medium
contention, interference and traffic contention issues are carefully incorporated into the
analysis.
4.2 Related Research Works
The available two-hop relay algorithms adopt either out-of-order or strictly in-order re-
ception, which are the two extreme cases of reception mode. In the in-order two-hop relay
algorithms, like the ones proposed in [10, 31, 32], each packet should be received in-order
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at its destination. The algorithms in [1, 33, 34] can be regarded as the out-of-order two-
hop without redundancy, where a packet has at most one copy and gets accepted by its
destination if it is “fresh” (never received before). The out-of-order two-hop relay with
redundancy has also been explored recently [27, 35], where each packet may have multiple
copies in the transmission process.
A significant amount of work has been done on the delay performance of the two-hop
relay algorithms. These works mainly focus on closed-form analysis or order-sense scaling
law study of expected packet delay in a two-hop relay network.
Closed-form Delay Analysis: Liu et al. [32] considered a two-hop relay algorithm
with redundancy and in-order reception in a time-slotted system, and derived closed-form
results for the expected end-to-end per packet delay. The expected delivery delay analysis
under continuous system models was conducted in [43, 56, 57, 58], where the inter-meeting
time between two nodes, i.e., the time elapsed between two consecutive encounters for a
given pair of nodes, is assumed to be exponentially distributed, and it is assumed that
the network has only one source-destination pair, and the source node has only one single
packet to deliver to the destination.
Order-sense Delay Scaling Laws: The delay scaling law of the two-hop relay with
out-of-order reception but without redundancy has been extensively examined in the
regime of ad hoc mobile networks. Gamal et al. [8] showed that under the random walk
model, the two-hop relay results in a Θ(n log n) delay and achieves a Θ(1) throughput.
Later, Mammen et al. [34] proved that the same delay and throughput scalings are also
achievable even with a variant of the two-hop relay and a restricted mobility model.
Gamal et al. [9] showed that under the two-dimensional Brownian motion on a torus
of size
√
n × √n, the delay scales as Θ(n1/2/v(n)), where v(n) is the velocity of mobile
nodes. Lin et al. [49] also considered the Brownian mobility model, and showed that
the two-hop relay results in an expected delay of Ω(log n/σ2n), where σ
2
n is the variance
parameter of the Brownian motion model. Sharma et al. [59] further showed that when
the network is divided into nα × nα cells, the two-hop delay is Θ(n) for 0 ≤ α < 1/2 and
Θ(n log n) for α = 1/2 under a family of discrete random direction models, while the delay
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becomes Θ(n) for α < 1/2 and Θ(n log n) for α = 1/2 when a family of hybrid random
walk models are considered. Recently, the delay performance of a variant of two-hop relay
has been examined under a correlated mobility model [23], where nodes are partitioned
into different groups and all nodes of the same group have to reside concurrently within
a circular region around the group center.
In the case of allowing packet redundancy and in-order reception, Neely and Modi-
ano [10] considered a modified version of the two-hop relay algorithm for ad hoc mobile





n redundancy for each packet. Sharma and Mazumdar explored the order-sense
delay results in ad hoc mobile networks with multiple redundancy for each packet, and
proved that it achieves Θ(Tp(n)
√
n) delay under the random way-point mobility model
[50] and achieves O(Tp(n)
√
n log n) delay under the Brownian mobility model [31], where
Tp(n) is the packet transmission time.
4.2.1 Limitation of Available Works
For the two-hop relay with in-order reception, lot of reception opportunities may be wasted
as the destination only accepts packets according to their sequence orders, resulting in an
increase in the packet delivery delay. The out-of-order two-hop relay, on the other hand,
can take the full advantage of each reception opportunity but each mobile node there
should potentially carry a very big (if not infinite) buffer to accommodate all possible
arrivals, which is not really practical for the MANETs. Also, the early arrived packets
there may need to wait a long time for the arrivals of other related packets, which may
make the early arrived packets become expired and thus useless. The packet delay for two-
hop relay MANETs has been extensively studied in the literature, in terms of its order
sense scaling laws with network size or its closed-form analytical models. These delay
results indicate that the available out-of-order or strictly in-order two-hop relay protocols,
although simple and easy to operate, can not provide a flexible control for the packet
delivery delay. The lack of a flexible delay control in available two-hop relay protocols
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may significantly limit their ability to support various delay sensitive applications in the
future MANETs, like VoIP [60, 61, 62], video streaming [63, 64], real-time monitoring
and networked control [65, 66], etc.
4.3 System Assumptions
The concerned network consists of n mobile nodes inside a unit square, which is evenly
divided into m × m cells. We focus on a slotted system and a fast mobility scenario
[23], where only one-hop transmissions are possible within each time slot, and the total
number of bits transmitted per slot is fixed and normalized to 1 packet. The nodes
independently roam from cell to cell, following the bi-dimensional i.i.d. mobility model
[10]. At the beginning of each time slot, each node independently and uniformly selects
a cell among all m2 cells and stays in it for the whole time slot. The protocol model with
guarding factor ∆ in [21] is adopted as the interference model here. We further assume a
permutation traffic pattern in the saturated case [23], where each node is a source and at
the same time a destination of some other node, and each source node always has packets
waiting for delivery. For a given source-destination pair, we call the traffic between them
as a flow.
Notice that each node can be a potential relay for other n − 2 flows (except the two
flows originated from and destined for itself), thus, to support the operation of the 2HR-
(f, g) algorithm, we assume that each node maintains n+1 individual queues at its buffer:
one local-queue for storing the packets that are locally generated at the node and waiting
for their copies (up to f copies for each packet) to be dispatched, one already-sent-queue
for storing packets whose f copies have already been dispatched but their reception status
are not confirmed yet (from destination node), one designated-queue for storing packets
destined to this node and n − 2 parallel relay-queues for storing packets of other flows
(one queue per flow).
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm for a tagged flow.
4.4 2HR-(f, g) Algorithm and Transmission Schedul-
ing
4.4.1 2HR-(f, g) Algorithm
Without loss of generality, we focus on a tagged flow and denote its source node and
destination node as S and D, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1 that with the 2HR-
(f, g) algorithm, the source node S will deliver at most f copies of a packet P to distinct
relay nodes, while the destination D may finally receive the packet from one relay node
R∗.
To support the group based transmission in the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm, the source node
S divides packets waiting at its local-queue into consecutive groups, g packets per group
(as shown in Fig. 4.1), and labels each packet P with a send group number SG(P ) and
a sequence number SN(P ) (1 ≤ SN(P ) ≤ g). Similarly, the node D also maintains a
request group number RG(D) and an indicator vector IN(D). The IN(D) is a g-bit
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the Relay-to-Destination mode, where the node S (acting as a
relay) transmits a fresh packet P destined for the node V .
binary vector that records the reception status of current requesting group at D, where
the ith bit INi(D) is set as 0 (resp. 1) if the ith packet of the current requesting group
has (resp. has not) been received. To simplify the analysis, we assume that each relay
node will carry at most one packet for any particular group. We further introduce the
following definitions:
• Fresh packet and non-fresh packet: A packet is called a fresh packet if it has
not been received yet by its destination; a non-fresh packet, otherwise.
• Fresh node and non-fresh node: For a tagged packet group, a node (except the
source S and the destination D) is called a fresh node if it is carrying a fresh packet
for the group; otherwise, if the node is either carrying a non-fresh packet or carrying
no packet for the tagged group, it is called a non-fresh node.
Based on the above definitions, the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm can be summarized as follows.
2HR-(f, g) Algorithm: For the tagged flow, every time the node S gets a transmis-
sion opportunity, it operates as follows:
Step 1: (Source-to-Destination) If the node D is among its one-hop neighbors, it
initiates a handshake with D to get its RG(D) and IN(D). Then it tries to transmit a
fresh packet directly to D, where the packet to be transmitted is selected as follows: it
first checks its local-queue, starting from its head-of-line packet Ph, to find a fresh packet;
if it fails, then it tries to retrieve a fresh packet from the already-sent-queue.
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm.
Step 2: Otherwise, if the node D is not among the one-hop neighbors of S, the node
S randomly chooses one of the following two operations to perform:
• (Source-to-Relay) It first randomly selects one node (say R) from its current one-
hop neighbors, then initiates a handshake with R to check whether the node R is a
non-fresh node. If so, it delivers a new copy of Ph to R; otherwise it remains idle
for this time slot.
• (Relay-to-Destination) It acts as a relay and randomly selects one node (say V )
as the receiver from its one-hop neighbors. As indicated in Fig. 4.2 that it first
initiates a handshake with V to get the RG(V ) and IN(V ), then checks its relay-
queue specified for V whether there exists a fresh packet of group RG(V ). If so,
it delivers this packet to V and deletes all packets with SG ≤ RG(V ) from its
relay-queue for V ; otherwise it remains idle for this time slot.
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the flowchart of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm. Notice that in the above
source-to-relay transmission, every time S sends out a copy of Ph it checks whether f
copies of Ph have already been delivered. If yes, it puts Ph to the end of the already-sent-
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Figure 4.4: Tuning of the concurrent-set for the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm.
queue and then moves ahead the remaining packets in the local-queue. At the relay node
R, Ph is put at the end of its relay-queue dedicated to the node D. Thus, each packet
may have at most f+1 copies in the network (including the one in the already-sent-queue
of its source node).
Remark 1. In the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm, if the node D is currently requesting for packets
of group i, then any fresh packet belonging to the group i is eligible for reception at the
node. The node D will start to receive packets of the next group i+1 only after all packets
of the group i have been received. Thus, the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm ensures that the inter-
group packet reception is strictly in-group-order while the intra-group packet reception is
totally out-of-order.
Remark 2. The 2HR-(f, g) algorithm is flexible and general, since its packet delivery
process can be flexibly controlled by a proper setting of the redundancy f and group size g.
Actually, the new algorithm covers all the available two-hop relays as special cases, like
the out-of-order ones with redundancy [27, 35] (f > 1, g = ∞) or without redundancy
[1, 33, 34] (f = 1, g = ∞), and the strictly in-order ones [10, 31, 32] (f ≥ 1, g = 1).
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4.4.2 Tuning of Concurrent-Set
To guarantee the simultaneous transmissions in a concurrent-set without interfering with
each other, the parameter α should be set properly. We consider a local transmission
scenario, in which a node in some cell can only send packets to the nodes in the same
cell or its eight adjacent cells. Two cells are called adjacent if they share a common
point. Thus, the maximum distance between a transmitting node (transmitter) and a
receiving node (receiver) is
√
8/m, so we set the communication range as r =
√
8/m. Due
to the wireless interference, only cells that are sufficiently far away could simultaneously
transmit without interfering with each other. As shown in Fig. 4.4, suppose that during
some time slot, the node V is scheduled to receive a packet. According to the definition of
“concurrent-set”, we know that except the transmitting node of V , another transmitting
node (say node K) in the same concurrent-set is at least (α − 2)/m away from V . The
condition that K will not interfere with the reception at V is that, (α−2)/m ≥ (1+∆) ·r.
By substituting r =
√
8/m, we obtain that α ≥ (1 + ∆)
√
8 + 2. As α is an integer and








where ⌈x⌉ returns the smallest integer not less than x.
Notice that each cell will become active (i.e., get transmission opportunity) in every
α2 time slots. If there are more than one nodes inside an active cell, a transmitting node is
selected randomly from them, and the selected node then follows the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm
for packet transmission.
4.5 Markov Chain-Based Framework
4.5.1 Theoretical Framework
For a tagged packet group at the source node S, we use a three-tuple (i, j, k) to denote the
transient state that S is delivering the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ f) copy for the jth (1 ≤ j ≤ g) packet
while the destination node D has already received any k (0 ≤ k < g, k ≤ j) of the g
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(a) SR Transition Scenario (b) RD Transition Scenario
(c) SR+RD Transition Scenario (d) SD Transition Scenario
Figure 4.5: Transition scenarios of a state (i, j, k), where 1 ≤ i ≤ f , 1 ≤ j ≤ g and
0 ≤ k < g, k ≤ j.
packets. We further use (∗, ∗, k) to denote the transient state that S has already finished
dispatching the copies of all packets in the tagged group while D has only received k
(0 ≤ k < g) of them. From the operation of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm we know that if a
node pair (S,D) is in state (i, j, k) at the current time slot, then only one of the following
four transmission scenarios illustrated in Fig. 4.5 may happen in the next time slot:
• SR Scenario: source-to-relay transmission only, i.e., S successfully delivers the ith
copy to a new relay while none of the relays delivers a fresh packet to D. As shown
in Fig. 4.5(a) that under such a transition scenario, the state (i, j, k) may transit to
three different neighboring states depending on the current copy index i and also
the sequence number j of the current packet.
• RD Scenario: relay-to-destination transmission only, i.e., some relay node success-
fully delivers a fresh packet to node D while S fails to deliver out the ith copy to a
new relay node. As shown in Fig. 4.5(b) that there is only one target state (i, j, k+1)
under the RD transition scenario.
• SR+RD Scenario: both source-to-relay and relay-to-destination transmissions, i.e.,
these two transmissions happen simultaneously. We can see from Fig. 4.5(c) that
depending on both the values of i and j, there are three possible target states under
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(a) States transition diagram for k = 0
(b) States transition diagram for 1 ≤ k ≤ g − 2
(c) States transition diagram for k = g − 1
Figure 4.6: Transition diagram of the Markov chain for the general 2HR-(f, g) algorithm.
the SR+RD transition scenario, similar to that under the SR scenario.
• SD Scenario: source-to-destination transmission, i.e., S successfully delivers out a
fresh packet to D. As shown in Fig. 4.5(d) that under the SD transition scenario,
the state (i, j, k) may transit to (1, j + 1, k + 1), (1, j + 2, k + 1) or (∗, ∗, k + 1),
depending on the sequence number j of the current packet and also its reception
status INj(D).
If we use A to denote the absorbing state that the destination node D has received all
the g packets of the tagged group, then the transition diagrams in Fig. 4.5 indicate that
the packet delivery process in a 2HR-(f, g)-based network can be modeled as a discrete-
time finite-state absorbing Markov chain illustrated in Fig. 4.6, where Figs. 4.6(a), 4.6(b)
and 4.6(c) each represents some cases of the full chain. Specifically, Fig. 4.6(a) defines the
transitions among neighboring states when no more than one packet is received by D, i.e.,
k = 0; Fig. 4.6(b) represents the cases thatD may receive at most one more fresh packet of
the tagged group given that it has already received k packets of the group, 1 ≤ k ≤ g− 2;
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Fig. 4.6(c) shows the transition diagrams of howD may receive the last packet. The transi-
tions of SD, SR, RD and SR+RD in Fig. 4.6 correspond to the 2HR-(f, g) transmissions of
source-to-destination, source-to-relay, relay-to-destination, and both source-to-relay and
relay-to-destination, respectively.
Remark 3. The Markov chain model in Fig. 4.6 covers the available models for conven-
tional two-hop relay analysis as special cases when we set g = 1 there [43, 56, 57, 58].
Although the Markov chain framework in Fig. 4.6 is general enough to model the
packet delivery process in a 2HR-(f, g)-based network, it is difficult to directly apply such
framework for an accurate packet delay analysis, even for the simple scenario of f > 1
and g = 1 [43, 57]. This is mainly due to the complicated transitions that may happen
among transient states. As shown in Fig. 4.5 that for a state (i, j, k), its next state may
vary significantly with the transition scenarios (SR, RD, SR+RD or SD), with the values
of i, j and k, and also with the reception status IN(D).
To simplify the analysis of packet delivery delay and enable both its mean value and
variance to be derived analytically, we introduce the following assumption regarding the
complex SD transition scenario:
Assumption 1. Under the SD transition scenario in Fig. 4.5(d), the transient state
(i, j, k) will always transit to state (1, j + 1, k + 1) whenever k < j < g.
The Assumption 1 indicates that for a transient state (i, j, k) under the SD transition
scenario, if k < j < g, i.e., the source node S is currently delivering the jth packet while
only less than j packets have been received at the destination node D by now, then we
assume that this jth packet has not been received yet by D.
This assumption is due to the following observations: 1) To incorporate all the re-
ception details of the jth packet into analysis, a much complex Markov chain with bigger
state space and more complex transitions among neighboring states should be adopted.
We must be careful to avoid arriving at intractably complex models, so the case that the
jth packet has been received by D is neglected here; 2) Notice that the source node S
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always delivers out packets sequentially, so the packet delivered out earlier will be likely
received early at the destination. Thus, the jth packet currently being delivered at S is
very likely not received yet by D given that only k < j packets have been received at D by
now. Notice also that this assumption only applies to the special SD transition scenario,
which in general happens with negligible probability in comparison with that of the SR
or RD transition scenario in a large MANET. Therefore, the simplification introduced by
the Assumption 1 will not cause a significant error in the overall packet delay analysis, as
to be validated in Section V.
4.5.2 Some Basic Results
We can easily see from Fig. 4.6 that in the Markov-chain model, the total number of




(g2 + 3g − 2) + 1. (4.1)
Actually, these β transient states are arranged into g rows, where the number of transient









(g + 1− k)f if 1 ≤ k ≤ g − 1,
g · f + 1 if k = 0.
(4.2)
We now establish the following lemmas regarding some basic results of the Markov-
chain model in Fig. 4.6, which will help us for packet delay analysis in Section IV.
Lemma 8. For the Markov-chain model in Fig. 4.6, the number of fresh nodes ur and the
number of non-fresh nodes uo in the tth transient state of kth row, t ∈ [1, Lk], k ∈ [1, g−1],
can be determined as
ur ≈ t− f, (4.3)
uo ≈ n− 2− t+ k − (k − 1)f. (4.4)
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Proof. From the Assumption 1 we can easily see that for a transient state (i, j, k) in the
kth row of the Markov chain model in Fig. 4.6, the number of corresponding fresh nodes
ur can be approximated as
ur ≈ i− 1 + (j − 1− k)f. (4.5)
Notice that in a large MANET, the probability of direct source-to-destination trans-
mission is negligible in comparison with that of the source-to-relay or relay-to-destination
transmissions, so with high probability the destination will receive each of the k pack-
ets from a relay node rather than the source node. Thus, the number of corresponding
non-fresh nodes uo can be approximated as
uo ≈ n− 2− (i− 1)− (j − 1)f + k. (4.6)
Suppose that the state (i, j, k) is the tth transient state in the kth row of the Markov
chain model in Fig. 4.6, k ∈ [1, g − 1], t < Lk, then we have
t = (j − k)f + i− 1. (4.7)
By combining (4.7) with (4.5) and (4.6), the formulas (4.3) and (4.4) then follow.
Lemma 9. For a given time slot and a tagged flow, we use p1 and p2 to denote the
probability that S conducts a source-to-destination transmission and the probability that


































Proof. Consider a tagged active cell, the node S can conduct a source-to-destination
transmission with D only under the following two mutually exclusive cases: both S and
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D are in this cell; or S is in this cell while D is in the eight adjacent cells of this cell. If we
further assume that aside from S and D, there are k other nodes in this cell, k ∈ [0, n−2],





former case (resp. under the latter case). Summing up the probabilities under these two




































































































The formula (4.8) can then be easily derived from (4.10) after some basic algebraic oper-
ations.
Similarly, S conducts a source-to-relay or relay-to-destination transmission iff the fol-
lowing four events happen simultaneously: S is in an active cell, S is selected as the
transmitter, there is at least one other node (except S and D) in the same cell of S or its


















































Lemma 10. For a tagged flow, suppose that the source node S is delivering copies for some
packet group i in the current time slot, the destination node D is requesting the packets
of the group i, and there are currently t1 fresh nodes and t2 non-fresh nodes for the group
i in the network. For the next time slot, we use Pr(t1) to denote the probability that D
will receive a fresh packet, use Pd(t2) to denote the probability that S will successfully
deliver out a copy to some new relay, and use Ps(t1, t2) to denote the probability that both
a successful source-to-relay transmission and a relay-to-destination transmission will be
performed. Then we have














































Proof. In the next time slot, the destination node D may receive a fresh packet either
from the source node S or from one of the t1 fresh nodes. Notice that these t1 + 1 events
are mutually exclusive, the probability that D receives a fresh packet from S is p1, and the
probability that D receives a fresh packet from a single fresh node is p2
2(n−2) . By summing
the probabilities of these t1 + 1 events, the formula (4.11) follows.
Similarly, given that there are t2 non-fresh nodes, in the next time slot the node S may
deliver out a new copy to any one of them. Notice that these t2 events are also exclusive,
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and the probability that S delivers out a copy to a single non-fresh node is p2
2(n−2) , so the
formula (4.12) follows.
To derive Ps(t1, t2), let’s focus on a specific fresh node R and a specific non-fresh
node V , and use P (S → V,R → D) to denote the probability that the a source-to-relay
transmission from S to V and a relay-to-destination transmission from R to D happen
simultaneously in the next time slot. Thus, the Ps(t1, t2) can be determined as
Ps(t1, t2) = t1t2 · P (S → V,R → D). (4.15)
The basic idea is to treat the event (S → V,R → D) as two simultaneous but mutually
independent transmissions, i.e., the relay-to-destination transmission R → D and the
source-to-relay transmission S → V , then divide each transmission into multiple mutually
exclusive cases, and finally represent each case with several simultaneous but independent
sub-events. First consider the active cell with node R. The node R can conduct a relay-
to-destination transmission with D only under the following two mutually exclusive cases:
D is in this cell or D is in one of the eight adjacent cells. If we further assume that except
the S, D, R, V , and the destination node of R’s local traffic,there are in total k other
nodes in the one-hop neighborhood of R, k ∈ [0, n − 5], among them i nodes are in the
same cell as R, i ∈ [0, k], and the other k−i nodes are in the eight adjacent cells. Then the





) under the former case (resp. under the latter case). Summing
up the probabilities under these two cases, then we get the corresponding probability of
the relay-to-destination transmission R → D. Similarly, we can also get the probability
of the source-to-relay transmission S → V . By the law of multiplication, then we have























































































































































































(k + 1)(k + 2)
. (4.17)
The (4.13) then follows by combining (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17).
4.6 Packet Delivery Delay Analysis
With the help of the Markov-chain framework and related basic results in Section III,
this section provides the study of both expected value and standard deviation of packet
delivery delay under the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm. We first introduce the following definition
about the delivery delay of a packet group.
Definition 3. For a packet group at a source node S, the delivery delay of the group
is the time elapsed between the time slot S moves the first packet of the group into the
head-of-line at its local-queue and the time slot when the destination node D receives the
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last packet of the group.
For the 2HR-(f, g) relay algorithm, if we denote by T (f, g) the delivery delay of a





Remark 4. Under the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm, the destination node D queues up the packets
of a group until it receives all packets of that group, and then considers the packets of
the group delivered. Thus, as the (4.18) shows that the per packet delivery delay Tp is
calculated on a group basis.
4.6.1 Expected Packet Delivery Delay
As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, all β transient states in the Markov chain model are arranged
into g rows. We number these transient states sequentially as 1, 2, . . ., β, in a left-to-right
and top-to-down way. For these transient states, let qij denote the transition probability
from transient sate i to transient state j, then we can define a matrix Q = (qij)β×β of
transition probabilities among transient states there. From the theory of Markov chain
[52] we know that the fundamental matrix N of the Markov chain in Fig. 4.6 is given by
N = (I−Q)−1, (4.19)
where N = (aij)β×β and the entry aij denotes the expected number of times in the jth
transient state until absorption given that the chain starts from the ith transient state.
Based on the Markov chain structure in Fig. 4.6, we can actually partition the matrix
N into g-by-g blocks as N = (Ntk)g×g, where the block (i.e., sub-matrix) Ntk corresponds
to the expected number of times in the transient states of (k − 1)th row of the Markov
chain structure given that the Markov chain starts from the transient states of (t − 1)th
row there. If we use Ntk(i, j) to denote the ij-entry of a block Ntk, and further use bi to
denote the time the Markov chain takes to become absorbed given that the chain starts
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from the ith transient state (1 ≤ i ≤ β), then we have
T (f, g) = b1, (4.20)





















From (4.18) and (4.20) we can easily see that the variance of packet delivery delay V ar{Tp}





Since V ar{b1} = E{b12}− (E{b1})2 and E{b1} can be determined by (4.21), we only need
to derive the E{b12} here.














qij · E{bj2}. (4.24)
Let b(j) = (E{b1j},E{b2j}, . . . ,E{bβj})T , then we can rearrange (4.24) as
I · b(2) = c+ 2Q · b(1) +Q · b(2), (4.25)
where c is the β × 1 column vector with all entries being 1, i.e., c = {1, 1, . . . , 1}T .
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Then, according to [67], we have
b(1) = N · c, (4.26)
b(2) = N(I+ 2Q ·N)c. (4.27)
Since E{b12} = e·b(2), where e = {1, 0, . . . , 0}, the E{b12} and V ar{Tp} can be derived
based on Q and N.
The above results indicate clearly that the only remaining issue for the calculation
of both E{Tp} and V ar{Tp} is the derivation of matrices Q and N, as discussed in the
follows.
4.6.3 Derivation of Matrix Q
Notice that for the Markov chain in Fig. 4.6, the transitions happen only among the

























































here the block (sub-matrix) Qk of size Lk ×Lk corresponds to the transition probabilities
among the transient states of kth row in the Markov chain, while the block Q
′
k of size
Lk × Lk+1 corresponds to the transition probabilities from the transient states of the kth
row to that of the (k + 1)th row. All the other blocks are zero matrices here and thus
omitted for simplicity. The (4.28) indicates that to derive the matrix Q, we just need to
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calculate the sub-matrices Qk and Q
′
k there.
Calculation of Qk: Let Qk(i, j) denote the ij-entry of the sub-matrix Qk, i, j ∈
[1, Lk], then the non-zero entries of Qk can be determined as
• when 1 ≤ k ≤ g − 1,








Pd(uo) if 1 ≤ i ≤ f,


















1− p1 − Pd(uo) if 1 ≤ i ≤ f,
1− Pd(uo)− Pr(ur) + Ps(ur, uo) if f + 1 ≤ i < Lk,
1− Pr(ur) if i = Lk.
(4.30)
• when k = 0,









1− Pd(n− 1− i)− Pr(i− 1) + Ps(i− 1, n− 1− i) if 1 ≤ i < L0,




k: The sub-matrix Q
′
k is of size Lk × Lk+1, where its non-zero
ij-entry Q
′
k(i, j) is determined as
• when 1 ≤ k ≤ g − 2,
Q
′











1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ f,
⌊ i
f
⌋ if f + 1 ≤ i < Lk,
(4.34)
and ⌊x⌋ returns the largest integer not greater than x.
Q
′








Pr(ur)− p1 − Ps(ur, uo) if f + 1 ≤ i < Lk,




k(i, i− f + 1) = Ps(ur, uo) if f + 1 ≤ i < Lk. (4.36)






⌉ · f) = p1 if 1 ≤ i < L0, (4.37)
and ⌈x⌉ returns the smallest integer not less than x.
Q
′








Pr(i− 1)− p1 − Ps(i− 1, n− 1− i) if 2 ≤ i < L0,




0(i, i) = Ps(i− 1, n− 1− i) if 2 ≤ i < L0. (4.39)
4.6.4 Derivation of Matrix N
We denote the matrix I−Q as G, so N = G−1. Based on the structure of Q we can see
that the matrix G can also be defined in the block structure. Let {Gk} and {G′k} denote















k(i, j) = −Q
′
k(i, j). (4.41)
The following lemma indicates that the matrix N can be calculate based on {G−1k }
and {G′k}.


















0 if i > j,










G−1j−1 if i < j,
(4.42)
where i, j ∈ [1, g].
Proof. We can easily see that the matrix G = I−Q also has a block partition similar to
that of Q in (4.28), with sub-matrices (blocks) in the main diagonal and upper diagonal,
while other blocks are zero matrices. As to be proved in Lemma 12, each main diagonal
block Gk of G is invertible (i.e., its inverse matrix G
−1
k exists), k ∈ [0, g − 1] . Similarly,
we can easily see that G is invertible and its inverse matrix G−1 (i.e., N) is an upper block
triangular matrix. Thus, the formula (4.42) follows after some basic row operations.
Since {G′k} can be calculated based on (4.41), the only remaining issue for evaluating
N is to determine {G−1k }.
Lemma 12. Each sub-matrix Gk of G has an inverse G
−1
k , where ij-entry G
−1
k (i, j) of
G−1k can be determined as
















0 if i > j,
1
Gk(i,i)










if i < j,
(4.43)
where k ∈ [0, g − 1], i, j ∈ [1, Lk].
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Proof. As indicated in (4.40) that for each Gk, we have Gk = Ik − Qk. Obviously, Gk
is a square matrix of size Lk × Lk. Combining the definitions of Qk in the (4.29), (4.30),
(4.31) and (4.32) with the fact that 0 < Qk(i, i) < 1 and Qk(i, i + 1) > 0, we know that
0 < Gk(i, i) < 1, Gk(i, i + 1) < 0 and all other off-diagonal entries are zero. Thus, Gk
is invertible and its inverse matrix G−1k is an upper triangular matrix. After some basic
row operations, the (4.43) follows.
4.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we first verify the efficiency of the Markov chain-based framework through
simulation, then apply it to explore how the parameters f and g would affect the packet
delivery delay in a 2HR-(f, g) MANET.
4.7.1 Simulation Setting
A simulator was developed to simulate the packet delivery process in a 2HR-(f, g) MANET,
which is now available at [53]. Similar to the settings adopted in [54, 55], the guard factor
here is fixed as ∆ = 1, and hence the concurrent-set is defined with α = min{8,m}.
Besides the bi-dimensional i.i.d. mobility model considered in this chapter, we also imple-
mented the simulator for the popular random walk model and random waypoint model,
which are defined as follows:
• Random Walk Model [7]: At the beginning of each time slot, each node inde-
pendently makes a decision regarding its mobility action, either staying inside its
current cell or moving to one of its eight adjacent cells. Each action happens with
the same probability of 1/9.
• Random Waypoint Model [68]: At the beginning of each time slot, each node
independently and randomly generates a two-dimensional vector v = [vx, vy], where
the values of vx and vy are uniformly drawn from [1/m, 3/m]. The node then moves
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Table 4.1: Comparison between simulated and theoretical results for model validation,




g = 1, f = 2 1850.3± 3.5/1849.7 1805.5/1803.9
n = 100 g = 5, f = 4 1196.7± 0.9/1198.8 456.62/456.81
g = 10, f = 6 1086.6± 0.5/1118.7 242.19/242.68
g = 1, f = 2 2703.1± 5.3/2702.5 2676.3/2675.1
n = 250 g = 5, f = 4 2043.1± 1.7/2043.2 845.23/844.89
g = 10, f = 6 1662.8± 0.8/1670.7 424.09/423.55
g = 1, f = 2 4686.2± 9.2/4685 4671.6/4665
n = 600 g = 5, f = 4 4045.3± 3.4/4047.6 1741.1/1739.6
g = 10, f = 6 3444.5± 1.9/3446 967.89/967.94
a distance of vx along the horizontal direction and a distance of vy along the vertical
direction.
The simulated expected delivery delay (SE) is calculated as the average value of 102
batches of simulation results, where each batch consists of 104 random and independent
simulations. The simulated standard deviation (SSD) is the sample standard deviation,











(xi − SE)2, (4.44)
where w = 106, and xi is the observed delivery delay in the ith simulation. Notice that all
the simulation results of the expected delivery delay are reported with the 95% confidence
intervals.
4.7.2 Model Validation
Extensive simulations have been conducted to verify the Markov chain-based theoretical
framework. For the fixed setting of m = 16, we considered three different network scenar-
ios of n = 100, 250 and 600, which correspond to the sparse network (with node density
0.39), ordinary network (with node density 0.98) and dense network (with node density
2.34), respectively. For each network scenario, three different settings of parameters f
and g have been examined, i.e., (g = 1, f = 2), (g = 5, f = 4) and (g = 10, f = 6). The
corresponding simulation results and theoretical results are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 indicates clearly that the simulation results match nicely with the theoretical
ones for both the expected value and standard deviation of packet delivery delay, so
our theoretical framework can be used to efficiently model the packet delivery process.
A further careful observation of Table 4.1 shows that there is still a very small gap
(≤ 5%) between the simulation results and theoretical ones. For example, for the case
that n = 100, g = 10 and f = 6, the simulated value for E{Tp} is 1086.6 while the
theoretical value is 1118.7. Regarding the standard deviation, when n = 600, g = 1 and
f = 2, the simulated and theoretical results are 4671.6 and 4665, respectively. This small
gap is mainly due to the following two reasons. The first one is that the simplification
adopted in the Assumption 1 slightly “slows” down the absorbing speed of the Markov
chain, and thus results in a higher absorption time (i.e., delivery delay). The other reason
is that we adopted approximations (4.3) and (4.4) for the fresh nodes and non-fresh
nodes in the theoretical delay analysis, which made the theoretical results shift slightly
from simulation ones.
To further illustrate the applicability of our theoretical framework to other mobility
models, we show in Fig. 4.7 the E{Tp} and relative standard deviation δ of packet deliver







It’s interesting to observe from Fig. 4.7 that the analytical models of E{Tp} and δ, although
were developed under the i.i.d. mobility model, can also well approximate the general
trends of E{Tp} and δ under the other two mobility models.
Regarding the E{Tp} performance, the results in Fig. 4.7(a) and Fig. 4.7(c) indicate
that the behavior of E{Tp} vs. g under the i.i.d model is slightly different from that
of under other two models, but the behavior of E{Tp} vs. f is similar for all the three
mobility models. In particular, from Fig. 4.7(a) we can see that for the concerned network
scenario the minimum E{Tp} of the i.i.d model is reached at g = 9, while the minimum
E{Tp} of the random walk and random waypoint are reached at g = 12 and g = 10,
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(a) E{Tp} vs. g
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(b) δ vs. g
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(c) E{Tp} vs. f
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m = 16  n = 250  g = 10
(d) δ vs. f
Figure 4.7: Delivery delay vs. group size g and redundancy f under random walk and
random waypoint mobility models.
respectively. For the E{Tp} vs. f results in Fig. 4.7(c), however, the minimum E{Tp} is
reached at the same setting of f = 6 for all three mobility models. Different from that
of the E{Tp} performance, the results of δ in Fig. 4.7(b) and Fig. 4.7(d) show that the
behavior of δ vs. g is very similar for all three mobility models, while the δ vs. f behavior
of the random walk is a little different from that of other two models.
4.7.3 Achievable Delay Region
Based on the new Markov chain theoretical framework, we now explore the achievable
delay performance region of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm in terms of its (δ, E{Tp}). For
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Relative standard deviation, 
g = 3
(0.563, 650.816)
Figure 4.8: Achievable delay performance region of a 2HR-(f, g) MANET for the cases of
m = 8, n = 50 and g = {3, 4}.
that the 2HR-(f, g) can achieve by varying the parameter f . Notice that each curve in
Fig. 4.8 consists of multiple discrete points and each point corresponds to a specific value
of f , so it may happen that two distinct settings of f achieve different E{Tp} but very
similar (even the same) δ. For example, for the curve of g = 4, the settings of f = 1
and f = 36 achieve the same δ = 0.487 but different expected delivery delay of 607.875
and 651.632, respectively. The results in Fig. 4.8 indicate that the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm
actually enables the delay performance (δ, E{Tp}) to be flexibly controlled in a large
region to adapt to various applications with different delay (and variance) requirements.
It is interesting to notice from Fig. 4.8 that for a specified group size g, the achiev-
able delay performance region is actually defined by some vertical and horizontal lines
determined by several key points, i.e., the Pareto optimal points [69]. For example, when
g = 3, the achievable delay performance region is determined by the point (0.516, 580.506)
(f = 4) that results in the minimum E{Tp} of 580.506 and the point (0.511, 583.765)
(f = 5) that results in the minimum δ of 0.511. For the case that g = 4, the achievable
delay region is co-determined by three points, i.e., the point (0.449, 569.695) (f = 3),
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Figure 4.9: Delivery delay for a specific network m = 16, n = 250.
group size g, any delay performance requirement in terms of (δ, E{Tp}) can be supported
by the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm as long as the point (δ, E{Tp}) falls within the corresponding
performance region defined by the group size.
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4.7.4 Delay Control
To see how the delay can be controlled according to a specified delay target, we now apply
our framework to a network scenario of (m = 16, n = 250) and show in Fig. 4.9 how its
delay performance (δ,E{Tp}) varies with both g and f there. As shown in Fig. 4.9(a)
(resp. Fig. 4.9(b)) that for a specified target tp of the mean delay value (resp. a target δ0
of the relative standard deviation), we can accordingly define a target plane intersecting
the z-axis orthogonally at the point (1, 1, tp) (resp. at the point (1, 1, δ0)), and thus can
get a set of (g, f)-pairs corresponding to the surface below the defined target plane there.
By finding the intersection of these two sets of (g, f)-pairs, we can determine the set of
(g, f)-pairs to achieve the specified delay target in terms of tp and δ0. Fig. 4.9(a) also
shows that for the network scenario there, although the E{Tp} has different varying trends
with g and f but a minimum delivery delay can always be identified. For example, we can
see that when g = 1, the E{Tp} monotonically decreases with f ; for any fixed g ≥ 2, we
can find an optimum setting of f to achieve the corresponding minimum delivery delay.
Similarly, when f ≤ 6 the E{Tp} monotonically decreases with g; for any fixed f ≥ 7,
there also exists an optimum setting of g to achieve the minimum delivery delay. For the
network scenario here and all g, f ∈ [1, 20], the global minimum delivery delay of 1426.75
is achieved at the setting of (g = 20, f = 4).
Fig. 4.9(a) indicates that for a network scenario with fixed g (resp. f), there exists a
corresponding optimum setting of f (resp. optimum setting of g) to achieve the minimal
delivery delay. We show in Fig. 4.10 how such optimum setting of g (resp. f) varies
under different network scenarios. One can observe from Fig. 4.10 that there does not
exist a particular optimal value of g (or f) which applies to all networks of different size
n. Actually, the optimal setting of g (or f) is a piecewise function of n and one optimal
setting only applies to a small range of n. A further careful observation of Fig. 4.10
indicates that, as n scales up, the optimum setting of f in Fig. 4.10(b) becomes less
sensitive to the variation of n (i.e., as n increases up, an optimal setting of f applies to
a wider range of n), but this is not the case for the optimum setting of g in Fig. 4.10(a).
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Figure 4.10: Optimum parameter settings vs. number of nodes n
Thus, compared with the optimum setting of f (under a given g), the optimum setting of
g (under a given f) depends more heavily on n.
4.7.5 Performance Analysis
We now explore how the performance (δ, E{Tp}) of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm varies with
different parameters. For the scenarios of n = {100, 250, 400} and the fixed setting of
f = 10 and m = 16, Fig. 4.11 illustrates how E{Tp} and δ vary with group size g. It
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Figure 4.11: Delivery delay vs. group size g
is interesting to see from Fig. 4.11 that for a given network with a fixed value of f , the
δ always monotonously decreases as g increases, but this is not the case for E{Tp}. As
shown in Fig. 4.11(b) that when g ≤ 2, the δ is quite high (larger than 50%). It is
notable, however, that for most of the MANET applications, the destination node will
allow a certain degree of packet out of order determined by the parameter g, so a moderate
value of g is usually acceptable. As we can see from Fig. 4.11(b) that as g increases beyond
2, the δ drops dramatically to a low level for all three network scenarios considered here,
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which indicates that our algorithm can stably control the delivery delay for most interested
settings of g. Notice also that the affordable group size is limited by the buffer size at
each mobile node, and a large group may unavoidably force the early arrived packets at
the destination node to wait a long time for other packets (of the same group), which
may make the early arrived packets become expired before the arrival of the last packet of
the same group. This indicates that using a large group size in the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm
may significantly limit its applications to support the delay-sensitive applications in the
MANETs. Thus, the group size g should be carefully dimensioned with the considerations
of E{Tp}, δ and buffer limitation in each node.
Finally, we examine in Fig. 4.12 how metrics δ and E{Tp} vary with network size n,
given that f = 10, g = 16, and m = {24, 32, 40}. We can see from Fig. 4.12(a) that
for a given m (determined by communication range r as m =
√
8/r), we can find a
most suitable network size n∗ to achieve the minimum expected packet delay E{Tp}. A
further careful observation of Fig. 4.12(a) indicates that the most suitable network size
for a minimum expected packet delay varies with m and can be roughly determined as
n∗ ≈ m · f . For example, for the setting of m = 24, 32 and 40, the corresponding n∗ are
roughly 240, 320 and 400, respectively. Regarding the performance of δ, the results in
Fig. 4.12(b) indicate that for a given m, there also exists a most suitable network size to
achieve the minimum δ. However, it is interesting to see from Fig. 4.12(b) that the most
suitable network size for a minimum δ is always 250 for the scenario of f = 10 and g = 16
here, which actually does not change as m varies.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a general 2HR-(f, g) algorithm for MANETs, and also devel-
oped a Markov chain-based theoretical framework for corresponding performance model-
ing. We proved that the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm has the capability of flexibly controlling
packet delay and its variance in a large region, an important property for future MANETs
to support various applications of different delay (and delay variance) requirements. The
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Figure 4.12: Delivery delay vs. number of nodes n
results in this chapter indicate that the control parameters f and g of the 2HR-(f, g)
algorithm may affect the packet delay and its variance in very different ways, and a target
packet delay (and delay variance) requirement can be actually achieved through various
combinations between f and g. Thus, a careful trade-off among packet delay (and delay
variance) requirement, packet redundancy (f) and node buffer limitation (related to g)




5.1 Summary and Discussions
As a flexible and autonomous network architecture, the mobile ad hoc network holds great
promise for lots of future application scenarios due to its distinctive features. However, the
lack of a MANET capacity theory has been stunting its application and commercialization
in the last decades. In this thesis, we have investigated the fundamental throughput and
delay performances in the popular two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks. The main
contributions are listed as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we defined the system models adopted in the throughput and de-
lay performance analysis, which includes the cell-partitioned network model, the
i.i.d. mobility model, the protocol interference model and the permutation traffic
model. After defining the system models, we also discussed the motivations behind
the adopted system models and their possible applications to other network scenar-
ios. To schedule as many simultaneous transmissions as possible, we then defined
the concurrent-set for cell-partitioned network, introduced the concurrent-set based
transmission scheduling, and proposed the transmitting node selection scheme for all
cells of an active concurrent-set. After defining the transmission scheduling scheme,
we gave an overall introduction of the basic operations in two-hop relay routing
protocol and its various variants.
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• In Chapter 3, we addressed a basic problem: for a MANET with general node
transmission range control and packet redundancy control, what is the exact achiev-
able per node throughput capacity. Distinguished from the available works which
mainly focus on deriving the order sense results and exploring the scaling laws of the
throughput capacity in MANETs, we aimed to derive the exact per node through-
put capacity and thus to provide a detailed understanding. We found that for the
network scenarios considered in this thesis, it may not be always true that adopting
local transmission can achieve the maximum per node throughput capacity, as what
is generally believed in literature. This finding indicates that further deliberate
studies are necessary to reveal the real achievable network throughput of MANETs.
Another interesting finding of our work is that the MANETs considered in this the-
sis actually exhibit very similar behaviors in terms of packet delay and per node
throughput under different node mobility models, like the i.i.d., random walk and
random waypoint.
• In Chapter 4, we proposed a general 2HR-(f, g) algorithm for MANETs, and also
developed a Markov chain-based theoretical framework for corresponding perfor-
mance modeling. We proved that the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm has the capability of
flexibly controlling packet delay and its variance in a large region, an important
property for future MANETs to support various applications of different delay (and
delay variance) requirements. The results in this thesis indicate that the control
parameters f and g of the 2HR-(f, g) algorithm may affect the packet delay and
its variance in very different ways, and a target packet delay (and delay variance)
requirement can be actually achieved through various combinations between f and
g. Thus, a careful trade-off among packet delay (and delay variance) requirement,
packet redundancy (f) and node buffer limitation (related to g) should be examined
for the efficient support of a target application.
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5.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we developed theoretical models for analytical study of the throughput and
delay performances in two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks. The possible future works
are as follows:
• Notice that the theoretical models and closed-form results for per node throughput
capacity developed in this thesis hold only for the concurrent-set based scheduling
scheme, so one of our future research directions is to develop theoretical models for
other more commonly used MAC schemes, like the 802.11 DCF.
• In the proposed 2HR-(f, g) algorithm, we considered a very simple scenario where
only one node is randomly selected from the one-hop neighbors for the source-to-
relay transmission or relay-to-destination transmission, which may cause a waste of
the transmission opportunity if a wrong node is selected. Therefore, one future work
is to further explore the performance of 2HR-(f, g) under a more flexible scenario,
where not only one but many (even all) one-hop neighbors will be considered for
the source-to-relay or relay-to-destination transmission to take the full advantage of
each transmission opportunity.
• Another interesting future direction is to extend the theoretical models in this thesis
to analytically determine the combinations of group size g and redundancy f for
the proposed 2HR-(f, g) algorithm to satisfy a given delay requirement and further
derive the optimum combination of g and f to achieve the minimum delivery delay
under a specific network scenario.
• Since all theoretical models in this thesis were developed for throughput capacity and
delay analysis in the two-hop relay mobile ad hoc networks, it would be interesting
to further extend the developed theoretical models to analyze the throughput and
delay performances in the general k-hop (k ≥ 2) mobile ad hoc networks.
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